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S'ilvicultm·e of Longle.al Pine

SILVICUL1'URE OF LONGLEAF PINE
Longleaf piJ1e1-2 prevails along the Gulf Coast from Louisiana to west
Florida, though it occurs throughout most of the balance of the Coastal
Plain. Pure stands probably once occupied h:alf of the southem pine area.
Longleaf pine grows on clay as well as sa1,d regardless of fet·tility, the
principal demand upon the site being for adequate soil moisture which is
particulal'ly limiting to growth when vegetat>ive competition is severe. Yet
this is typically a dry-site species, xero-mesie oak-hickory stands t·eplaci11g
it in soils with high water-holding capacity in clay layers. Longleaf pine is
not found on wet sites except when dt·oughts accompany abundant seed fall
and fires that eliminated shrub shade. Hence, soil moisture and fire history
are responsible for the occunence of the seYeral types: pure longleaf, longleaf pine-slash pine, and longleaf pine-turkey oak (Soc. Amer. For., 1954}.
Loblolly and shortleaf pines mi.x with longleaf pine in loamy flatwoods,
while southern red oak and sweetgum occur •on drier sites (Fig. 1}.
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F igure 1- Drawin!! of a transect from h.ill-tOJ> to s wa mJ>. Longleaf pine is
everywhere except in the s wa mp ( Wells a nd S hunk, 1931).
Longleaf pine is more shade-tolerant tha.n slash pine (1\Jattoon, 1916),
but less so than other southern pines. A fire-subclimax type, this species
dominates the forest only as long as pe1·iodic tires occu1·. Tn pre-historic
times, dead snags struck by lightning bumed, setting g1·assy longleaf pine
forests on fire. With fire exclusion, the natura l range has been reced ing,
~iving way to slash pine along the eastem G1ulf and Atlantic coasts, and to
loblolly pine in the western part of the Gulf coastal area. Acreage decline
is also due to (1) overcutting which left vast expanses without even a
single seed tree, (2) hog grazing on seedlings rich in carbohydrates, and
(3) b1·own-spot needle blight which effectivel:v keeps seedlings in the grass
stage fot· up to 25 years. Futther decline is expected as fire protection
impro,·es and because slash pine plantations are easily established. How'Wahlenberg':; (1946) monol(O'IlJ>h, 1-onoleaf Pine, is c!llled lo tbe reader's attention,
n nd Muntz 11!154) authored a Formers' Bulletin on this speeru... Silvical choracteri!Jtics
are reviewed in .\gr. H>tndbook No. 271 ( USFS, 1965).
'Sci~ntitic nemes or specie~ mentioned are given in the ApJ>("»di.T.
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eve1·, replacement species may not endlure Lhe clrie•· longleaf pine siteR, and
the rot caused by Fomes annosus in slash pine plantations may retard
type conversion.
The longleaf pine-slash pine type is predominant in the sandy flatwoods where hardpans undet·lie the su1face soils. Here, it is subject to
com·ersion to pure stands of either species as the occulTence together
of longleaf and slash pines is difficult to manipulate a1tificially. Both, a!;
do all southern pines, requi1·c a mineral seed bed for seed germination.
. and pine and saw-palmetto are als•o local as~ociates, the lattet· sewing
as a nurse plant to longleaf pine seedlings by protecting them from lethal
temperatures and the soil from desiccation. In a southem .Mississippi
stand, 90 percent of the longleaf pime seedlings occurred within 2 feet
of saw-palmetto clumps. even in openings 25 feet across (Allen. 19!i6).
In the slash-longleaf flatwoods, saw-palmetto dominates most understot;es,
gradually being replaced by gallberry on the moislc1· sites, and by wirel(ra!;S
on the drie1· s ites (Wilhi te and Ripley, 1965).
Gopher-apple is an indicator of dry locales, while \\"axmyrtle and
gallberry a1·e indicati\"e of moist sites. Wiregrass is an indicator of medium
to coarse sandy sites in the absencH of other vegetation in uplands and
where lower slopes transition to semi-hydric bogs. Its tuberous 1·oots,
with extensi\"e laterals in the upper 4 inches of soil, sen·e as water
reservoirs when surface soils are dry. The~· descend to depths of more
than a foot when water tables are below a few feet of the :;ul"face. The
wireg~·ass range, in tenns of soil mo'isture levels, is about the same as for
longleaf pine, although it is rarely found in old-fields in the Atlantic
Coastal Plain (Wells and Shunk, 1931). Other pioneer plants in longleaf
pine-turkey oak sites include lichens, but competition may be so great
that even these are inhibited. Longleaf pine in inland at·eas cannot s urvh·e
C\•en in the shade of sweetfern brush if the waLer table is below the reach
of seedling t·oots.
In East Texas, virgin longleaf pine occut"red on poor th·y. flatlands of
g1·ay, sandy surface soil underlain by pale, yellowish , o1· mottled clay
loam. I n contrast, shortleaf pine-loblolly pine stands were found on the
red soils of the rolling "red hills." L ongleaf pine \\"US then, as now, absent
in the da•·k, moist, loamy soils of lower elevation~; where loblolly pine is
mixed \\•ith hardwoods. Virgin l ongl t~af pine stands in Louisiana. howe"er,
occurred on hard, dry, clay soils as well as on the sand ridges. Humus was
not present in these longleaf pine forests, probably due to ft equent burning (Ness, 1927; La•·sen, 1910).
Dry S ites
In the sandy, ch-y, well-drained upland soils of the lower Coastal Plain,
where vegetation burns easily becau:se of its low watet· content, tut·key oak
re places longleaf pine upon elimination of fire. Eventually the stands are
pure scrub oak and include bluejack, blackjack, and post oaks.
Large seed helps longleaf pine lbecome established as a pioneer species
on dry sites because carbohydrate food, stored fo•· early t•se by the pelletrating tap root, is a\"ailable to e·nable gro\\"th lo horizons of available
water during drought in sandy soils of low capillarity. The high carbon-
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nitrogen ratio, low total nitrogen, and very low carbon dioxide evolution
are indicative of the infet·tility of these co·arse-textut·ed soils which are
too poor for any but the most xeric and lea:st nutrient demanding s pecies.
Growth
Best growth of longleaf pine seedlings occut·s when soil moisture is
maintained between 25 and 35 percent, as •optimum transpiration, needle
gt·owth, dt-y weight gain, and t•oot growth then takes place. Very wet and
''et·y dry periods are endut·ed even during the first year (Pessin, 1938).
:\feasurements on 7 trees in South Cat·olina indicated diameter growth
was initiated on Febt·um-y 10 and ceased September 30 to No,·ember 11
( Harkin, 1962). Allen (1964) calculated that; 6-year-old saplings made 31
percent of theh· spring elongation from food reset·ves in the woody stem
ami 15 percent from that in the roots; old needles appnrenlly furnished
materials for 40 percent of the elongation.
Size, Volume, and S tocking
Old-Growth
At 150 years,t trees of virgin stands frequently exceeded 6-log lengths
and averaged 20 inches dbh. Volumes amounted to 100 cubic feet per tree
( Wahlenberg, 1946). On poor sites, such as deep sands, virgin forests
yielded as little as 2 to :3 )JB;\I per acre in contrast to 20 to 30 ;\IBl\1 on
moist well-drained sites. Yields in pure e,·enaged virgin stands as determined by Chapman (1909) for various ages were: 100 years, 9 :\IBM; 200
yeat·s, 15 1\1BM; and 300 years, 14 MBM per acre. A decreasing yield with
age beyond 250 years fot· these stands was probably clue to reduction in
stand density as overmature stems died. Sto.cking of 60 trees per acre at
age 100 was reduced to only 10 trees--considered a full stand-at age 300.
Dbh growth of old 10-inch trees was 2 to 3 inches for a 20-yeat· period,
but was reduced to 1.4 inches for stems in thEl 28-inch class. Ove1· a 20-year
period, volume growth for large trees (20 irtches dbh) is as much as 150
board feet ( Doyle), but growth during this period amounted to only 13
percent of the total volume. In contrast, for 12-inch trees, increment was
87 percent (65 board feet) of total volun1e over the 20-year period.
Second -Gro'll' th
The rotation age is clepenclent, principally, upon product desired.
Pulpwood harvests may be at age 35, and sawtimber rotations at 70 years,
although Mattoon (1916) predicted 50 yea.r s as a probable maximum
rotation for longleaf pine under manageme1~t. Stands established at the
time of that prediction on certain sites havr! substantiated the prophecy.
Trees may be large enough for sawlogs in 25 years. By age 40, yields range
from 2 to 12 MBM pet· acre, and may exc•eed 22 MBl\I ovet· a 70-year
rotation. Well-stocked stands contain about 750 stems pet· acre at age 15,
and between 300 and 400 in 30 years. Second-growth managed forests grow
considerably faster, but structural quality may not be equivalent to old1 Add 5 years to ring counts In determining
to Increment core eounta at bretl$t bel~rht.

ages oJ: longleaf pine aturnps: ndd 8 years
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growth. Well-stocked second-growth longleaf pine stands approach in 70
years the volume that virgin stands produced in 2 centuries.
At age 42, a stand in s outh Mississippi produced 44 cords of wood
per acre, including 12 MBM of sawtimber (Table 1, Fig. 2). The s oil of
the area is deep well-drained fine sar:dy loam with SI 80. Another stand

TABLE 1. A LONGLEAF PINE STAND FROM AGES 13 THROUGH
42; DATA FOR TREES LARGER THAN 3.5 INCHES DBH
(after Smjth, 1955a).

No.

13
18
23
28
37
42

133
251
346
386
383
347

n.
13.1
33.3
61.0
83.5
115.6
117.0
S<1.

4.2
4.9

5.7
6.3
7.4

8.8

M.,a n
nn n ual
vo lume

M eHn annunl
basal ar ea
,::-rowth

V ol ume

Sq. ft.

Cord•

1.0
1.8
2.6
3.0
3.1
2.8

1.2
4.4

11.7
20.7
38.6
43.8

fl'' lWlh

P e a·iodie
nnnual n et
vol. g o·.

Cords

0.09
.24
.51
.74
1.04
1.04

0.64
1.46
1.80
1.99

1.04

of 400 trees per acre grew 2 cords per acre per year between ages 25 and
35. Total yield at 35 years was 40 cords per acre or 8 MBM in trees 9
inches dbh and larger. Growth expected in the second 35 years is 400
board feet per acre per year (Smith, 1950, 1950a, 1953, 1955a).

Figut·e 2-Growth per acre in tltis l'ongleaf pine stand ave ra.ged 44 cords
in 42 years (Smitlt, 1955&1; USFS IJhoto).
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Understocked stands in the Coastal Plain of Georgia, under management only 5 years, grew at the rate of 27 pet·cent aru1ually in board fool
Yolume. Had the stands been fully stocked, growth is estimated at more
than 400 board feet per acre per year (Hawley, 1952). Annual growth in
stands in south Alabama just coming under management, approaching 250
board feet and 0.6 cord pet· acre, should double after the stands are managed for sevet-al decades (Croker, 1960).
A 40-year-old plantation, established from seed at a spacing of 10 x
10 feet "when children ate longleaf pine SE!ed on their way to school,"
pt·oduced 18 MBM ot· 44 cords per act·e. Growth decreased after age 30
because of oversiocking (Ross, 1942). Even trees appearing stagnated may
make exceptional growth when released, as evidenced by an overstocked
130-yea.r-old virgin stand which averaged 9 inches dbh, but which grew to
42 inches average dbh in the 130 years following release (Chapman, 1941).
S pecies Comparisons
Growth and yield of longleaf pine on moiHt sites is genet·ally less than
for loblolly or s hortleaf pines. On the other !hand, longleaf pine is better
acclimated and produces mot·e wood on dry sites. In t.he early yearsup to perhaps age 30-longleaf pine is out-grown by slash pine due to the
many years the fo1·mer may remain in the g11ass stage. Howeve•·, longleaf
]>ine often surpasses slash pine at about age :!0, neither tip moth or webworm impeding its growth. Loblolly pine coming in under young longleaf
pine sapling stands has ovel'tuken the lattel', though this is not common
(Ross, 1942). But whlle longleaf pine requires prescribed bu111ing for
bro\Yn-spot control among grass-stage seedlin:gs, slash pine seedlings are
readily killed even by cool fil-es. It is only rarely, then, that the two species
pass the seedling stage togethe1·. Slash pine bE~gins making height growth
the fh-st year, while longleaf pine often delays. 10 years-but with proper
silvicultural practices initiates height growth iJn the third to fifth growing
sea....~n. After height. growth begins, fire mus1~ be excluded, for longleaf
pine seedlings less than 10 feet tall are susceptible to fire injury, although
many over 2 feet tall endure some fire undet· favorable weather and fuel
conditions.
Before age 10, slash pine may be over 15 f~eet tall and rather resistant
to fire injury. Thls silvical inconsistency for these s pecies accounts for
their exclusiveness in managed stands. They at''e found together in nature
probably because fires either occutTed or did not occur at the opportune
time, or because slash pine seeded in befot-e longleaf pine seedlings began
height growth but following a fire which e>..'})osecl mlnet·al soil.
A state-wide survey in Alabama showed no significant diffet·ence in
an nual diameter growth of longleaf and slash pines. However, longleaf
grew significantly better than shortleaf and poorer than loblolly pines
(Judson, 1965).
Nanis m
Temporary nanism, or dwarfing, of longlea:f pines in the grass-stage
is often attributed to vegetative competition. However, after a very exhaustive study, Brown (1964a) concluded that the grass-stage condition is

l(l
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an inherent seedling tJ.·ait under rig;id genetic contt·ol, a lthough the length
of time individual seedlings remain in the grass-stage i!! strongly influenced
by the envi1·onment. The short-shoot habit may be associated with au.xi n
production in the buds during earl y stages of developmeut (Brown, 1958);
the inhibition of acth·e hei~ht growlh is posith·ely correlated with the
inhibition of polar au.~ tr·ansport (Brown, 1964a). Wahlenberg (1934)
noted that most severely stun ted seedlings ha\'e (1) conical stems, the
sharp taper indicating weak te1·minal growth caused. perhaps, by se,·el'e
suppression, or (2) adventitious swelling and gnarled tops due to repeated
injmy from bro·wn spot needle bli:ght, and tit·e. F lat buds fo rmed due to
the latter condition produce only a cluster of foliage. In contrast, vigorous
seedlings are cylindrical and with white, sharp-pointed buds.
The popular belief that seedlings remain in the grass-stage until tap
roots reach moist zones is unfounded. Three months after germination,
tap roots were 4 to 7 inches deep, and as many as 25 laterals up to 3
inches long had developed. Aiter 5 months, tap roots were more than 10
inches deep and laterals numbered 60.
Stands of seedlings have rem:!l.ined in the grass-stage for 25 yea1·s,
and 15 years is not unusual ( War•e and Stahelin, 1948) . Genct·ally, dominance is expressed early enough :Eor an adequate stand to reach bl'east
height in about 8 years, in which ca1se height gt·owth begins at about 5 to 6
years of age (Chapman, 1948). Controlling competition and brown spot
needle blight may reduce this by t>eve t·al yeat·s, for seedlings stay in the
grass-stage u11til they reach 1 in1:h in diameter at the root collar and,
almost invariably, begin height growth upon attaining that size (Table 2).

TABLE 2. AVERAGE ROOT-COLLAR DIAMETERS OF RELEA SED
AND UNRELEASED SEEDLINGS AT FOUR YEARS
(from Walket·, 1954).
Eseambla
Timt• of relt>ase

Poor site

Good site

Conecuh
Good site

sit~

0.62
.58
.46
.41

0.53
.46
.37
.34

All

Inch

At age 1
At age 2
At age 3
Unreleased

0.48
.39
.32
.25

0.46
.39
.32
.34

Changes in the tenninal bud dtuing the grass-stage ha,7e been descl"ibed
by Pessin (1939) :
1. the fascicular meristem lif!S in a horizontal plane forming a flat
surface out of which the fascicles arise.
2. a slight convex cru-vature develops in this fascicle-bem·ing s urface,
and a semblance of bud appears.
3. a typical silvery-white pointed bud is formed which de,•elops into
the main axis, and from whLich lateral fascicles arise.
4. after the conical bud appem·s, elongation of the main axis is rapid
and dominance is s b·ongly exp1·essed, more so than for any other
southern pine.
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Site Index

Site indexes in the Coastal Plain uplands are generally lower for
longleaf pine than for shortleaf, loblo lly, and slash pines, the difference
amounting to 9 to 15 units in the middle Coastal Plain (Bennett, 1953).
Longleaf pine site indexes are between 70 and 80 for soils well-suited for
row crops, but reach 120. Cruik shank (1954) f ound SI 57 average for
N orth Carolina , 60 for South Carolina, 66 for Georgia , and 59 for Florida.
In Georgia, site index in the Piedmont is 4 points lower than for the
Coastal Plain (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3-Site index curves for lon gleaf pine (from Anony mous, 1929).
Site I ndex Estin1ation
Assuming that soil and climate are related to the growth of longleaf
pine, McClurkin (1953) determined a regression for the western portion
of t he species' range:
Log SI = 1.8697 + 0.0002636 (R) (D) - 0.006734 (D)
where R =average rainfall in inches for January through June,
and D =the depth in inches to t he least permeable soil horizon.
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The least permeable horizon may be: a hardpan or
underlying a loamy smface soil (Table 3) .
TABLE 3.

a silty layer

SITE INDEX OF L ONGLEAF PINE (INTERPOLATE
INTERMEDIATE RAINFALL AND DEPTHS)
(after McClmkin, 1953).
Ruinfnl l, JanuAry Lhrou!lh June

D r 11th Lo
least JH:o·meahle
horh.on
!inrhe»l

2R - 80

:! I- 26
inrhes

-

0-5
11-15
21-25
31-35

~imply

-

-

32-31
inc-h~

inrhe•
- - -

-

-

Site ln<.le.'< -

-

-

-

74

74

75

73
73

76

78

77

82

72

79

85

At variance with this is the assertion that the influ ence of precipitation
upon the "\vidth of annual rings of longleaf pine in Florida depends upon
the amount of precipitation each mont h, but not its distribution throughout
the year. Schumacher and Day (1939) noted that an inc1·ease of 0.5 percent
in annual ring width occurred with each inch increase in monthly precipitation. However, only 3 to 12 percent of the variation in annual ring width
for a number of s pecies was ascribable to climate.
Along the Atlantic Coastal Plain, from North Ca1·olina to notthern
Florida, Ralston (1961) and Coile (1952) found s ubsoil the principal productivity factor, site index increasing as subsoil texture becomes finer.
Theoretically, moisture equivalent,1 't·athet· than texture, is the criterion
involved, but the direct relation of moisture and texture and the convenience of textural classification make estimation on the basis of textw·e
practical (Table 4). Moisture equiv•alent is important because subsoils
TABLE 4. MOIS'l.' URE EQUIVALENT VALUES ACCORDING TO
TEXTURAL GRADE OF SUBSOIL (after Ralston, 1951).
Moisture equivalent mnSN
Suhwll
textuml
grR(fC

Well-<lmine<.l
~ilL~

Perre nL

Sand
Loamy sand
Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam and sandy clay
Finet· than sandy clay

2- 3%
G- 7%

11-17
18 - 20~
!22 ¥.! -26

P oorly- •nd
impcrrec-tJy-do·ni ned
sit.<"'
PercenL

2 1,1!- 4 %

6

- 8

10 -14 ~
17 ¥.! - 20
22 - 26~

furnishing large amounts of availaLble water at·e associated with soils
having a greater silt + clay fraction and better site quality.
'~folsture equivalent is the amount of water retained in the eoU after centrifugi ng at
1000 times pavity. The value approximates fiel<l capacity-the percent o! the eoll weight
that is water 24 h ou n~ after a soakin g rain . Moisture eq uivalent vnlucs h nve be<ln worked
out for ~< number of soH series bnsro o n be>.'i.1Jre clo1sses, tho nvcrn!les of whi ch for all
drainage conditions ore listed in Table 4.
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On the more poorly drained soils, site index increases with depth to
mottling, indicating growth is better whet·e soils are more favorably
drained. As depth to mottling is indicatire of the amount of growing
space roots have above poor ly aerated stratta, favorable responses to artificial drainage are expected on poorly dr·ained and imperfectly drai ned
sites (Tables 5 and 6).
TABLE 5. SITE INDEX OF LONGLEAF' PI NE ON WE LL-DRAI NED
SOILS IN THE SO"CTHEASTERN COASTAL PLA I NS AS
INFLUENCED BY THE TEXTURE OF THE SUBSOIL
(from Coile, 1962) .
Site Index

Subsoil c haracteristics
~lobture

Tt•sturt'

e<tuivalent

1per<ent, wt. bul• l

Sands
Loamy sands
Sandy loa.ms
Sandy clay loams
Sandy clays
L ight clays
Heavy clays

Well-~~ ked

Poorl)·-s~ked

HtHncJs

•lan<b

64
65
66
68
72
76
77

3

7
13
19

25
30
35

58
59

60
61
62

63
64

X

w
0

z
w

....
en

so ~----~------~------~----~
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MOISTURE EQUIVALENT(o/o}
F igure 4-

ite index of longleaf J>ine ou well-drained soils as influenced
by moisture equi\'alent and latitudinal distribution (from Ralston, 1951) .
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TABLE 6. SITE INDEX Or" LONGLEAF P INE ON POORLY A).TD
Il\IPERFECTLY DRAI NED SOILS IN THE SOUTHEASTERN
COASTAL PLAIN AS INFLUENCED BY SOIL
CHARACTERI STICS (from Coile, 1952).
Depth t.o moUiing

Subsoil eharuteristics

Te.xture

Inrh,-s

so

IS

48

Site index

59
60
62
64
67
69

Sand
Loamy sand
Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay
Light clay
Heavy clay

62
63
66
68
70
72
74

71

67
69
71

74
76
78
81

The site index for longleaf and othe1· species of pines has been related

to soil series and mapping units used by the Soil Conservation Sen·ice in
southeastern Louisiana (Linnartz, 1961, 1963). Also, Linnartz {1963) developed a regression equation for longleaf pine in this area, accounting
for 26 percent of the total variation in site index with a standard error
of estimate of ± 4.8:

80
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AGE ( YRS.)
F igure 5-Growth curves for longleaf pine on imperfectl y and poorly
drained soils showing the ell'ect of latitudinal distribution (from
Rals ton, 1951).
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81 =94.58-0.2174 (8B) + 0.004918 (8B) 2
-1.083 (8D) + 0.01885 (8D) 2- 0.1845 (81) 2
where 8B =percent sand in the ~:ubsoil,
8 D = degree of surface drainage,
and
81 = percent slope.

Trees in the southem po1·tion of the 1·~mge along the Atlantic Coastal
Plain have higher site indexes than those in the northern zone ( Figs. 4
and 5). Generally, this effect is included in the calculated estimates by
adding 1 foot to the curve values of Fig.. 6 for stands in Georgia and
Florida and subtracting 1 foot from compu1ted values for the Carolinas.
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Figure 6-Site indexes of longleaf pine on imperfectly and poorly drained
soils as affected by moisture equivalent and depth to mottling
in the southeastem Coastal Plain (from Rals ton, 1951) .
Turpentining Effects
Turpentining has an influence on growth (Fig. 7) . Round trees grow
faster, and more so h1 the southern than in the northern part of the range.
Statistically, the influential relation is limited to well-drained sites; but
Ralston (1951) ascribed the lack of signiificance of turpentining on the
imperfectly and poorly d1·ained soils to th4~ paucity of naval stores operations for analysis on these sites.
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F ig ure 7- Growth cur ves for longl eaf pine on well-drained soils of th e
s outheas tern Coas ta l Plain, s howin g th e cffccl of turpentining
and Iat itudinal dis lt·ibution ( from Hais t on, 1951 ).
o uthwes t Alabama
Hodgkins (1956) tested Coile's tables in southwestern Alabama where
soils are less poorly drained than iin the Coastal Plain of the Carolinas.
Adding 7 points to the table estimates is necessary. Hodgkins found
)lcCiurkin's table inadequate in southwestern Alabama, probably because
drainage is good in contrast to the locale of McCiu1·kin's study in the
westem Gulf Coastal Plain.
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For southwestem Alabama, three longleaf site quality classes are
proposed (Hodgkins, 1956):
(1)

Poor:
a.
b.

less than SI 65.
well-drained, gravelly sands and coarse loamy sands more
than 6 feet deep.
well-drained soils with top soil severely eroded.

(2)

Fair:

between SI 65 and Sl 74.,
well-drained soils having subsoils with noticeable clay
content (sandy loam or h<eaYier textut·e) less than 6 feet
deep; no mottling in soil profile; always on hilly land;
lowest site index on ridge tops, best on mid-slopes with
flat to concave configm·ations.

(3)

Good:

better than Sl 75, but ge:nerally under SI 85.
impel'fectly to poorly draiined with hea'ry subsoil, on 'flat
uplands, in coves, on low,er s lopes just above ponds and
stream bottoms, nnd in O.ranch and •·iver bottoms; mottling is present except on flat uplands.

Also for longleaf pine plantations in t he Alabama Coastal Plain, tree
heights are correlated directly with age--soil characteristics appa•·ently
not e xerting a measurable influence. Hence,
H = 2.44 + 2.385a
where H =height of tallest trees in platttations 8 to
16 years old, in feet,
and
a= age, in years (Goggans and Schultz, 1958).
Hodgkins (1960) deYeloped an an·angement of plant indicators to
reflect soil moisture and thereby enable prediction of site index for longleaf pine in the middle Coastal Plain of Alabama. For instance, scrub oaks
and goats'-1-ue occur on driest areas (S I 60); sweetgum, Indiangt·ass,
blackgum, and bitter gallberry on s ites of intem1ediatc moisture (Sf 84);
and sweetbay, dee1·g.·ass, and water oak on excessively wet sites ( SI 74).
Hodgkins con~idet·s this plant indicato•· scale about as reliable as soil-site
and tree-site index determinations.
Johnson (1965) pointed out that all son-site measurements provide are
estimates of what the equivalent tree-site index should be, and it would be
undesil·able to l1ave tree-site index •·ejected .as a tool of the forest manager.
He described a s hort-cut method which inYolves averaging the individual
tree-site indices of the three to six trees of largest dbh on a fifth-acre
plot. Tests indicated the procedure yields estimates of the actual site index
that are sufficiently accurate for most management pu•·poses.
Stand Density Effects
Increasing stand density 50 pe•·cent on SI 70 land increased mean
height g•·owth 6 feet. This is one of the few cases where height growth
appea rs t·elated to density, confounding mE~asures of s ite potential. While
Coile found well-stocked longleaf pine stands consistently with higher site
index than poorly stocked forests, this is indicative of the limited rapacity
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of the poor site to produce many tall :stems, a nd not that s ite index is high
because the stand is dense. Stocking-site relationships are not apparent
for· poorly and imperfectly drained soils of the southeastem Coastal Plain,
nor in Louis ia11a (Russell and Del'l', 1956 ; Roth, 1916).
Old-field vs. F orest
Chapman (1938) pointed out the importance of separating forest from
old-field stands in calculating yield data. Hence, yield tables of 1\Iiscellaneous Publication 50 (Anonymous, 1929) cannot be used for data of
combined stands less t han 40 years o:f age. For instance, an old-field stand
15 yeaTs of age has, according to the curve, SI 76. FTom t he table of the
Publication, howeve1·, S I 92 is read .. Yet, a 20-year-old stand of forest
origin has SI 68 when read from t he CUJTe, but fro m t he table only SJ 74,
considerably nearer the curve rating than is the younger stand. Stands
originating in old-fields are faster gTowing in t heit· early years due to
less vegetative competition for mois1tut·e and, pc1·haps, nutrients while in
the grass-stage (Ware and Stahelin, 1948) .
In te rnode Measu rements
The technique of Wakeley and :vranero (1958) for estimati ng past
annual height growth from length of intemodes has been found reliable
by Curlin and Box (1961), the a,·erage en·or and standard error of the
estimate being ± 0.28 and ± 0.3Ei feet., t•especli\'ely, fot· obsen•ations
ranging from 1 'h to 5 feet. On trees 15 years old, 8 to 10 yea1·~;' past
growth can be estimated with ease, but accurate measurements are not
attainable above a height of 40 feet ..
Re production Establishme nt
Nat ural Re production
Longlea f pine na t ura l 1·egeneration has taken place on only a small
pot·tion of t he land which, before euiting of old-g1·owth forests, was in
longleaf pine. Repr oduction was difficult to establish becaust> of (1) ht>a\'y
cutting which left vast areas without a seed source, (2) infrequent seeding
of the species, (3) cone insects, (4) heavy seeds t hat arc not carried far
by wind, (5) large seeds which do mot get through the rough to the soil
and which a re favored food of birds and rodents, (6) prompt ger mination
that results in heavy losses ft·om \dntct· fires, (7) hog grazing, (8) b1·own
ll pot needle blig ht, (9) a long period in the g1·ass-stage, (10) intolet·ance
of shade and drought, and ( 11) fire exclusion which results in conside1·able
\'egetative competition. l.indc1· management, the degt·ee of cutting, hog
grazing, brown s pot, competition, a1nd fire are controlled.
Ha1·vest 1\'r et hods
Like other· southern pines, 2 years a1·e required from the time of
pollination until cones a re mature; but, unlike other· species, seeds germinate s hortly after dispersal in the ·Call, providing for root growth during
the winte1·, and the1·eby affording some degree of tolerance against the
hot, dry spells of the fit·st growing season. Consumption of seeds by birds
and rodents occurs over a short pe1riod.
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As early as 1909, Chapman recommend•ed a two-cut modified shelterwood, but later (1941) recommended either Beed-hee harvests or minimum
openings of 1 acre. Although growth of residual trees is poor, it is sometimes suggested that they be canied for ano,ther 40 years for high quality
sawtimber and then be replaced by reproduction from the younger stm1d
(Chapman and Bulchis, 1940). The resulting; two-age-class stand, with an
80-year rotation, appears less desirable th~m a modified shelterwood, as
early removal of seed trees under which seE~dlings are found is preferable
to carrying t hem over a long period with lightning and windthrow mortality.
Frequently, longleaf pine will come in aH advance l'eproduction unde1·
stands that resemble the initial cut of a heavy shelterwood, a condition
accidentally caused by heavy thinning, diameter-limit cutting or, lesslikely, partial mortality from fire.
Observing this, Croker ( 1956) suggestE!d it be simulated by openi11g
stands 3 years before reproduction is desin~d, but leaving a fairly heavy
OYerstory of 30 to 40 trees per acre. After an adequate stand of reproduction is established the overstory is removed, taking care to avoid logging
damage (Fig. 8). This modified sh~lterwoo•d is preferred to a seed-tree
harvest because the long wait for a seed crop-up to 10 or more yearsis avoided, less time is afforded for weed and undesil'able hardwood inva-

F igu re 8-These longleaf pine seedlings ca me in as ad vance reJ>roduction
under a stand t hat· resembled heavy shelte rwood. As soon as t he
seedlings we re established, t he overstory was re mo ved (Croker,
1956) .
sion, fewer birds consume seed tha11 on open land, and stocking is sufficient
to produce a reasonable per acre increment during the regeneration period.
Although tmderstocked seed-tree stands can produce wood at the rate of
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6 percent pe1· annum, this may amount to only 12 board feet per acre.
Croker does not yet. recommend this sheltenvood method without further
research to determine suitable preparatory cut densities, optimum removal
('ut techniq ue, and methods to reduce logging damage. The importance
of the latter facto•· was indicated hll a study in southwest Alabama. Total
seedling losses when clearcutting in second-growth wet·e 51 percent when
log landings were on the cut area a.nd 33 percent when they were located
elsewhere (Boyer, 1964).
Seed-tree harvests generally leave 4 to 8 well-spaced stems per acre.
These should be 8 to 11 inches dbh and ha,·e 40-foot crowns. M:cl\!inn (1966)
concluded that even with intensive s iite preparation, a minimum of 20 trees
per acre is p1·obably required to insure acceptable stocking under adve1-se
weather conditions.
Seedbeds
Longleaf pine, perhaps mol'e than other southe1·n conifers, requires
a mineral seedberl fo1· best germination. Seeds ge1·minate on]y where conifei'Ous organic matte1· is decomposed.. Where humus is appreciable, young
seedlings fail to pe1·sist, possibly because of infection by damping-off
fungi. Past the state of damping-oflf injury, high rates of organic matter
in the mineral soil ha,·e little det:rimental inftuen('e and may actually
stimulate growth thrOUA'h improved moistm·e-holding capacity and fertility
(Ness, 1927). Grazed carpetgrass se-edbeds are also good, although grazing
following germination is detrimental. Hardwood leaf litter is not too
unfa,·ot·able for ge1·mination, as thH rapidly decaying leaves, which conserve moistut·c, do not exclude pines. Wiregrass and b1·oomsedge are poor
1·egeneration sites, fm· seeds germitnating in grass tufts are unable to
extend roots to the soil. Grazing effeoetively reduces depth of rough.
Stocking at the beginning of the second growing season following
,:\'ermination in a dry year in Mississippi was satisfactory only where
prescribed fire exposed the mineral soil. On burned sites, 3 times as many
seedlings (2,500) wet·e alive as on unbumed a1-eas (Smith, 1961a), while
buming or disking just l>l;or to s~all was three to four times bettet·
than a 3- to 4-year rough for reproduction establishment in northern
Florida (Osborne and Harpe1·, 193'7). Scalping the seedbed just before
seedfall more than doubled the first year catch of longleaf pine on a
sandy site in southel'll Alabama (Croket·, 1957).
Soil fertility causes height growth of seedlings to vary to a greater
degree than does s ite preptll'ation by· burning (Bruce, 1951), but g1·owth is
hinder ed by a hard, dry, and impervious soil surface. Growth increases
with increases in organic matter and wate1· content of the soil, but decreases ·with increasing soil hat·dness. These criteria are usually related,
a ha1·d soil being low in organic matter and water.
Yegetath•e Compet ition
Longleaf pine seedlings suffer from scrub oak competition in both
productive loamy sands and deep sands recognized as poor sites in the
uplands of the Coastal P lain. Grass ..stage seedlings released when 1 year
old grow considerably faster than those not released for at least the first
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5 years. Whether oaks should be controlled prior to seedfall is not confirmed, as weeds and grasses replace the deadened oaks as competitors fot·
soil moisture, and possibly nutrients, by the time pine seedlings appear
( Walke•·, 1954, 1954a). Some oaks should ll>e retained for s hade the first
year to act as "nurse" trees, as evidenced in a 4-foot-deep sandy soil
\\here seedlings under scrub oaks survived a late spring drought bettet·
than those in the open (Gaines, 1950). Competing oaks apparently do not
utilize as much moisture as e,'(posed soil loses t hrough evaporation, and
herbaceous competitors are absent under hardwoods. In pool'ly drained
flatwoods sites with dense young stands, h.ardwood invasion is slow until
pines are 40 to 50 feet tall and canopies be.gin to open, requiring 15 to 25
years. However, fire exclus ion encou1·ages eonve1·sion to slash pine under
which wa.xmyrtle and laur·el oak encroach in old-fields, while water oak
and sweelgum invade land long in forests (Heyward, 19:39).
Excessive density of longleaf pine at germination time, often approaching a million seedlings, severely inhibits growth of the ~eedli ngs
to a degree equal that of ground cover and scrub hat·dwood o,·erstories.
Wahlenberg (1934) counted 200,000 per ac·re 8 yea1·s old. For optimum
growth, g•·ass-stage seedlings should be thinned to perhaps 2,000 pet· acre
and the soil around the seedlings scalped. B:eight growth was doubled by
denuding, even where stocking e.xceeded 100,000 seedlings per acre (SFES,
1934). Litter also "smothers" seedlings.

Figure 9-Longleaf pine seed trees can reduce !;:ur vival a nd vigor of seedlings for distances of at least 50 fee t.
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Longleaf pine seed trees in south Alabama reduced s urvival and vigot·
of seedlings fo1· distances of at least 55 feet on good sandy loam sites as
well as on poor sites characterized by deep coarse sands (Walker and
Davis, 1956) (Fig. 9). In Louisiana, this "magic cii·cle" was calculated
at only 30 feet, seedlings within that radius dying even when in full
sunlight. Loblolly pines, too, smoth~!r longleaf seedlings soon after the
lattet· al'e overtopped (Chapman, 1948;; Smith, 1955; Chapman and Bulchis,
1940). When brown spot needle blight was cont•·olled, longleaf pine seedlings sun~ved and started height growth near large pines and oaks in
)lississippi. H owe>et·, competition was severer in zones nearer the o\·erstot·y trees, and oaks were mo1·e se1rious competitors than pines (Smith,
1961). Boyer (1963), in Alabama, also found growth, but not survival, of
longlenf pine seedlings improved with distance ft·om parent h·ees. For at
least 7 years, seedlings unde1· overs.tories ranging up to 90 square feet
of basal area per acre s urvived as well as those with no tree competition.
With root competition for moisture, and perhaps nutrients, seed tt·ee
harvests genet·ally should occur so·on after seedlings are established";thin :3 years, but de lays up to 5 years will probably not seriously affect
survival.
Small seedlings neat· seed trees remain vulnerable to fire, as the annual fall and accumulation of needle I itter from the overs tory increases
fuel and, subsequently, t he danger of mortaUty. Mortality increases with
the amount of needles in the rough, smallest seedlings in the gr·ass-stage
suffering most (Davis, 1955) . Survival after 15 years is not affected by
either seed t1·ees or hardwood overstory competition when litter from
around seedlings is remo\·ed (Smith, 1955).
F lowers and Seeds
Longleaf pine flowering usually occurs between February and midMarch, although inland ft•om coasts, it may be a week or so later. Some
trees flower a week before or after othe•·s in the same stand, and stands
a few miles apart vary. P ollen shedding in the spring for several species
may O\·erlap, resulting in longleaf pine conelets being fertilized by slash
pine polll'n and longleaf pines diss•eminating pollen to receptive loblolly
pine conelets.
Longleaf pine female conelets ure recepth·e to pollen when openings
between the thin, sha1·p-edged scales arc Yisible to the naked eye. After
pollen passes through these openings, the scales close and their tips
thicken to prohibit further sperm entt·ance (Wakeley and Campbell, 1960).
Seeds begin to ripen between October 1 and 20, and ripe cones float in
liquids of specific gravity o r 0.88 (McLemore, 1959). Cones on a tree
tend to ripen simultaneously, and thct·e is a strong conelation between
the o•·der of cone ripening of trees in a stand fot· snccessh·e years ()lcLemot·e and Den·, 1965). No strong '!'elation occurs between 1·ipcning time
and latitude (Dorman and Barbet·, 1956). In south l\iississippi sound seedfall mnged f1·om 8400 to 46,400 pel' acre, beginning in mid-October, with
80 percent expelled by late Novemb•er and the remainder by mid-February
(Smith, 1961).
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Seedlings as small as 1 foot tall, altho1ugh 16 yeal's old, have home
cones (Pessin, 1936). In a plantation of 1-0 nursery seedlings, one longleaf
pine tree bore female 'flowers after its fout1:h year. Many trees had male
and/ or female flowers after the fifth year (Smith, 1966). Because longleaf
pine cones mature and open without seed (Wakeley and Campbell, 1960),
although rarely, this could confound cone c:ounts preparatory to harvest
cutting and seed collection.
Seed P red iction
Yields of full seeds exposed by s licing· cones in half longitudinally
can be estimated by the fol'mula:
Y = 11.18 + 6.02X
where Y =total number of sound seeds pet· cone,
X= average number of seeds per cone exposed in slicing.
and
At least 2 cones from each of 30 trees should be sampled. Gross estimates
of pounds of seeds per bushel of cones a1·e made by assuming there a1·e
75 longleaf cones per bushel and 5,000 seedis per pound. lf all seeds are
sound, then 1 bushel of cones yields 1 pou:nd of seeds when an average
of 9 seeds are exposed in bisecting cones (McLemore, 1961, 1962).
Viability
To determine if longleaf pine seed is viable, embl'yos are excised
and stained with 2,3,5-triphenyl tetrazolium ehloride (TTC) by submerging
for 2 minutes in a 0.05 percent solution. If viabl e, red color appears in an
hour after removal from t he solution and washing off of excess chemical.
The l'ed fades out in several days (Pa1·ker, 1953).
Full and empty seeds can be separated by flotation in n - pentane,
which is not harmful to viability. Full SE!eds sink as readily with as
\\•ithout wings (McLemore, 1965).
Stimulation
Early release, at least 32 months before cones mature o1· a year
before pistillate flowers are exvected, stimulates cone production-quadrupled over an 8-month release in a south Alabama longleaf pine stand
(Croker, 1952, 1956) (Fig. 10).
Seed Dispersal
Fair to good seed-tree regeneration req1uires at least 2000 cones per
acre (Wakeley, 1947). Normally, 1·egeneration by clearcutting is confined
to stand edges as shown by a 50-year-old sta11d with an effective seeding
range in adjoining openings of Jess than 2 ~:hains. Thus, where more than
100,000 seeds per acre fall within a stand, 15,000 seeds would not be
distributed beyond 130 feet. Satisfactory stands, however, are attained at
distances of 500 feet from forest walls witlh unusually heavy seed crops,
good seedbeds, and favorable winds.
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Boyer (1958) devised an equation to permit estimation of seed dispersal from forest walls:
A
Y=4"
where Y = the number of sound seeds per acre in thousands,
A = a\'et·age seeding t·ate inside the wall, in thousands per acre,
and
x =the distance ft·om th«! wall of timber in chains (Fig. 11).

8

20

TIME BETWEEN RELEASE AND

SEEDFALL (MONTHS)

Fig ure 10-Efl'ect of time of seed-tree release on cone J>roduction ( from
Croker, 1956) .

In Boyer's study, less t ha n one-half the seeds were viable, soundness
decreasing wit h distance because emp ty seed a re lighter a nd carried
further by wind.
I n a latet· study, Boyer (1963a) found 71 percent of all sound seed
fell no farther than one chain from the base of parent trees. The number
of sound seeds dispersed was halved "'ith each 55-link increase in distance
from the seed source.
Pests
Birds and t·odents consume large quantities of longleaf pine seed8,
ft·equently resulting in seed ct·op failures. I n a test using various species
of caged mice, all species preferred longleaf to loblolly, shortleaf, and
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Figure 11-Longleaf J>ine seed dispersal (after Boyet·, 1958).
slash pine seed (Stephenson, Goodrum, and Packard, 1963). Meadowlarks,
juncos, sparrows (vespeT and savannah), and blackbirds (Brewer's, redwinged, rusty, and cowbird) appear in long-leaf pine areas only in good
seed years while quail and mouming doves are more regular feeders. An
auto psy of a single dove revealed more than 500 seeds in its craw. Mass
movements of these birds in late autu mn 2111d early spring are governed
by the availability of longleaf pine seed (Bmleigh, 1938). More seeds are
consumed in cold than warm Decembers bec:ause insects are then unavailable (SFES, 1938). Doves also pluck cotyledons aftet· sprouting (Wallace,
1940). Bird damage may be less serious than frequently supposed on
freshly burned areas, as the rough which follows protects seed (Bruce,
1949; Chapman, 1938).
A study in southwest Alabama showed that predators caused 93 to 99
percent of the seed and seedling losses during the first 3 months after
spot seeding in November. Small mammals were responsible for an average
of 58 percent of the losses; birds and large mammals, 33 pet·cent; and
insects, chiefly ants, 9 pet·cent. Losses to mice peaked befo1·e germination
and to ants afterwards (Boyer, 1964a).
Seed

Germ i n~tion

Longleaf pine seed getminates in autumn, 2 to 6 weeks after seedfall.
Seed dormancy and the need for stratification are rare (USFS, 1948). This
tt-ait is of decided advantage with respect to initial establishment on deep
sandy soils because the extensive tap root system can reach the lower levels
of moist soil during winter and early spring before early summer droughts
occur. In contrast, young slash and loblolly pine seedlings have to compete
for soil moisture in the upper soil horizons with all other \'e~etation during
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periods when watet· availability bet:omes ct·itical (Brown, 1964). Seeds
germinate at temperatures of 50°F , although the optimum is about 64 °F
( Wa keley, 1931 ). Temperatures above 80°F may cause abnormal germination, seeds splitting open and radicles. turning upwa1·d, a geotropic r esponse
not understood (l\IcCulley, 1945) . The, germination of seed of high moisture
content may be reduced by the fumigation with methyl bromide usually
given lots that are exported or impor·ted (Jones, Barber, and Mabry, 1964).
Germination of seed is hindered by release before cones mature.
S ummat·y
While repr·oduction of longleaf pine is not consistently obtained, a
calendar of events f or r egeneration procedures in pure stands is outlined:
1. Check seed production. Cones should be counted in the s pdng prior
to matu1·ing. Since abundan t seed ('l'Ops a re s poradic and as far as
10 years apart, rotations c:tnnot be rigidly established, but must
depend on seed s upply. See d production is s poradic because male
and female flowers often a re not synchronized in their development, t·esulting in pollen di:spersal eithct· befo1·e or afte r eggs are
ready for fettili zation. As 14 months at·e required for the sperm to
fertilize the egg in th!.' fernale nowct·, coneR grow prior to completion of fertilization.
2. Harvest by modified s heltElt'wood cutting. If s ufficient cones are
counted, the harvest is made between late s ummer and early
s pring. Thirty to forty uniformly spaced, productive seed trees
are retained f or subsequent stocking and insurance. Cones on
tt·ees felled just pt'ior to normal scedfall will frequently open a nd
disseminate seeds.
An altemative is to w ait until seedlings are establis hed, and
then clearcut the stand ex•~CJ)t f or 30 to 40 stems per acre. This
technique circunwents disa.d,·antages of a !leed-tree system, particulal·ly in maintaining a well-stocked overs tory until adequate
regeneration is established.
Croker suggests opening up matu1·e stands to stimulate cone
production while retaining considerable g rowing stock. Upon establishment of adequate r eproduction, the overstory is removed
lest it reduce stocking and ,·igor of the new stand (Table 7) .
Undesit·able vegetation is thereby inhibited until pine stands are
assw·ed.
TABLE 7. SEEDLING STOCKING AS AFFECTED BY TIME AT
WHICH ADVANCE REPRODUCTION WAS RELEASED
(after C:r oker, 1956).
StO<'king at Rile 4
YenrH 1 ,elw~(.'O

><>«I fall And
~1-tree~ut

Stoc-king nt

-

1

2
3
4

-

"It"
-

-

I
Perc~nt

AdvanN•

See<l-to·ce

repnxlurlin n

reororlut'tio n

of milacre< stocked

93
83

83

8

76

72

35

90

52

5
5
9
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3. Round-up hogs a nd cattle. Hogs consume seedling roots in their
quest for starch, and cattle trample t·egeneration.
4. Prescribed burn. Durning for "routgh" reduction and lo expose
mineral soil should be done early in the winter, a year pri01· to
ge1mination, and just before harvest cutting. Scalping, a substitute for buming, removes g.-ass and other understory plants as
well as scmb hardwoods. lt is particula1·ly useful in t•idges of
deep sand (Ct·oker, 1959).
5. Determine germination and stock:in!~· Germination soon after seedfall enables stocking counts to be made during the dot·mant season. when gt·ass and herbaceous '' egetation do not camouflage
seedlings and sprouts have not ye't appeared as a result of the
prescribed burn. ;\1ilacre stocking should exceed 70 percent.
6. S un·ey for brown SJ>Ot. Strip surveys at the end of the second
gro"ing season ascer-tain if brown spot needle blight is serious.
If less than :100 mi lact·es per acre a re stocked wit h healthy seedlings, treatment is suggested. Seedlings are unhealthy if ovet· 30
percent of the foliage is infected.
7. P,.escribe burn fo t· brown s pot co ntrol. Tf the sut·vey warrants.
a low-intensity winter fire, running fast with a steady wind is
preferred. If blight infection is seroeve, burning may be necessary
e,-ery third year until !'eedlings arc~ out of the gt·ass-stage. Fastmodng fires do not kill gt·ass-StaJ~e seedlings, a ring of needle
s tubs around the bud remaining unburned, and affording insulation. Once height gmwth starts-when seedlings teach an inch in
diameter at the ground line-seedlings are very easily fire-killed
and remain vu lnerable until 4 feet tall.
8. Determine s tockin g and s urvival. Agaln, in the wintet·, milacre
counts are made to determine if' stocking is satisfactoi'Y ( 60
percent) .
9. Remove seed t rees. lf stocking is adequate, the 30 to 40 residual
trees are remo\·ed. Leaving the overstory longer than necessary
for stand establishment results in stagnation and loss of seedlings
near seed trees.
10. Contr ol overto pr1ing ha rd woods. Dnlayed release reduces survival
and growth, and the reduction of competition is more important
for small than la1·ge seedlings (Ta1ble 8).
St>routing
Grass-stage seedlings, anrl sometimes t:aller ones, may sprout if se,·cred just abo,·e the root collar. Garin (195B) found more than 10 sprouts
per tree, many of which were 6 feet tall.
Longleaf pine sprouts at the root collar ii strong stimuli. such as
fit·e, mutilation, fall fertilization, or C1·omtrtium infection, are pro,'ided.
Primary and fascicled needles are fo1med from axillary buds of lower
primary needles. As longleaf pines above 4 iinches dbh seldom have needles,
aud therefore buds, neat· the ground, sprouting rarely occurs on trees that
large and is infrequent aCtet· height growth begins (Stone and Stone, 1954).
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TABLE 8. NEED FOR REDUCTION OF COl\1PETITION, AS INDICATED BY DIAMETER OF YEAR-OLD LONGLEAF PINE
SEEDLINGS (from Bruce, 1958).
A'•etRICI'
grouncllin~

diHmct~r

(l nr hes)

Probable •tart

Q(

rapid h~ight ~trowth
with no hrown ~not.

0.10- 0.20

5 to 10 years

0.25- 0.35

3 or 4 years

0.40+

2 Or 3 years

Comoetition

t

l,lut·tion

Com petition must be t·educcd if
longleaf is to be regene1·ated.
Reduction of competition will
genet·ally pay.
Unprofitable to reduce competition, as seedlings at·e appt·oaching maximum growth.

A r tificial Rept•od uction
Planting
Poor survi\·al of longleaf pine the first. year after planting has discouraged its use in artificial regeneration. Much mortality is probably
due to desiccation of seedlings bef.ore the t·oot system-which has few
laterals--becomes acclimated to the new site. Clipping needles of planting
stock to 5 inches (needles average 15-20 inches long) at timt> of lifting,
storing stock no more than 3 days 'between lifting and planting, and \tse
of low-dens ity nursery stock are suggested practices (Slocum and l\laki,
1960; Allen, 1951, 1955) (Fig. 12). Defoliation usually does not cause
mortality, but reduces growth by interrupting the stonge of food that
normally takes place in winter (Bruce, 1956). Howe\·er, Den (1963) found
in one test that an eal'ly summer drought reduced survh'al of clipped
more than unclipped seedlings and noted a small but consistent lo8s in
vigot· a nd gt'O>\'th of clipped seedlings in all three tests. He ~uggested
that stock destined for good sites should be clipped only when the planter
is willing to sacrifice some juvenile growth for the convenience of handling
clipped seedlings. In contrast, l\fcGee and Scott (1965) found clipping
longleaf pine needles at planting time increased survival without decreasing growth. In addition to clipping, dipping in Dowax ( 1 ~ quart pet· quart
of watet·), which reduces tmnspira.tion by one-half, is suggested on a
trial basis for difficult. sites. On good sites, dipping only is satisfactory;
for when accompanied by foliage clipping, stored foods and the capacity
for their replenishment through photosynthes is at'e 1·educed. Root.s must
be kept free of wax (Allen and Ma'ki, 1951).
Derr (1948) considet·ed the fine lateral roots on planting ~tock important for absorbing ·water and nutrients, although tap root pruning is
recommended for the Carolina Sandhills (Shipman, 1958), and Shoulders
(1963, 1965) reported root pruning is a pt'actical technique for inct·easing
field sut·vival of longleaf pine in Louisiana. The latter prescribed pt·uning
in the nursery bed once at a depth of about 7 inches during October or
November but at least 1 month be1fot·e lifting. Root pruning to 3 inches
sharply 1·educed survival in one study, but more moderate root pruning, to
5 inches, did not affect SUI'\'ival or :g·rowth (1\IcGee and Scott, 1965).
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Figure 12--Ciii>Ped longleaf pine foliage increased firs t year s urvival 10
to 30 percent in s ome s tudies (from Alle n, 1955; USFS 11hoto).
Seedlings are planted in machine-made furrows 14 inches wide and
3 to 4 inches deep. The funows protect seedlings from wind, improve soil
stability, and maintain more favorable soil moisture than in unfutTowed
sites. Soil moisture differences are greatest near the surface, but occur at
lower levels, too. Initial survival on plowE~d sites is superior to that on
those plowed and disked which-without berms-at-e desiccated by unobstructed wind just above the ground. Soil moisture was below the wilting
point for 46 days dut·ing the gTowing season in unfunowed sandy soils.
Toward the end of the growing season, h·owever, soil moisture is about
equal on funowed and untreated soils (Shdpman, 1955, 1956).
If hardwood competition reduction is needed, complete eradication of
competing vegetation is recommended by Bruce (1958). Where the cover
is a rough, scalps of 1 % feet diameter or deep fuJTows are generally
ample, except in deep sandy sites where e'Ven the wiregrass must be removed. Smith and Smith (1963) bar-planto~d 1-0 longleaf seedlings in a
plowed and disked, deep sandy loam which had been in sod for a number
of years. The plantation was cultivated thro~e or four times per year, and
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94 percent of the seedlings started height growth at the end of the second
year. They concluded the main effect of cul tivation was the conserving of
soil moistru·e in dry periods so that growth continued through late summer
and into fal l. Removing competition may reduce fuel to the degree that
prescribed the for b1·own spot comtrol is difficu lt and applications of
bordeatL'( mixture are substitu ted. Fungicide sprays save half of a yeat·'s
growth over fit·e which, of course, defoliates healthy tissues with the
diseased; but this may be impractic·al.
Spacing at 6 x 6 feet provides adequate stocking where survival is
poor, but 8 x 10 feet is satisfactory on favorable planting sites. Close
spacing reduces fusiform rust as branch cankers d r·op off with naturally
pruned branches bcfo1·e infections rE!ach the bole (Mann and Scarbrough,
1948) . Dense 4 x 4-foot spacings were recommended by Ware and Stahelin
(1948).
Coas t a l P lai n
Site preparation is prescribed for longleaf pine cutover lands on fine
sandy loam soils in south Mississippi. Areas out of cultivation mo1·e than
2 to 3 yea1·s should be plowed. Munt'z (1951) converted scrub oak areas in
central Louisiana to longleaf pine by underplanting and releasing pines
of all hardwoods soon after establishment.
In the west Florida SandhilJs where longleaf pine grows natm·ally
and once occurred in "fairly good stands," plantation establishment is
difficult. Here, it is generally inferimr to slash pine for planting. Although
most longleaf pines that sm-vive be;gin height g1·owth by the end of the
fourth growing season on pre pared s ites, Hebb (1957) reported stem
elongation t he second year. Cli pp ing foliage may aid survival, but neither
wax-dipping nor mu lching with straw appeared effective.
Longleaf pine p lanting has been satisfacto1·y in west Tennessee, but
damage :from sleet and snO\\' generaUly preclude planting this species the1·e
(Williston, 1959).
F a ll Line
The Carolina Sandhms, once supporting good stands of longleaf pine
but now largely cove1·ed with scrub 1Jaks, are difficult planting sites. Nevertheless, longleaf pine is the principal species employed in plantation
establis hment. For successful survival, sites are clea red with tt·actor-dra\m
equipment, a llowed to rest for at least 6 mo nths Lo stabilize the soil, and
planted with h ighest quality nu1·sery stock grown from seed of a local or
uppet· Coastal Plain sout·ce. Foliage is clipped and roots pruned to not less
than 5 inches. Where sprouting of scrub oaks is severe, seedling release
is essential not later than the second growing season (Shipman, 1958).
Droughts cause seedling mo1tality. Although t·ainfall exceeds 45 inches
per year, these deep sterile coarse sands are aptly called "deserts in the
rain." Frequently 3 to 4 weeks without 1-ain occur in summer; but within
3 days after rain, dt·ought conditions may prevail.
Source of stock influences survival, and l:nge stock, more than li
inch in diameter at the ground line, is best. Clay puddling of roots in a
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slurry of creamy clay mud just after lifting is a simple and inexpensive
technique for guarding against injury from chance exposure. Howevet·, this
species can endure up to 30 minutes exposure in air without c lay puddling
(Slocum and )Jaki, 1959, 1960).
Prescription planting, advocated by Hatcher (1957) in an excellent
guide for the Carolina Sandhi lls, employs Grades I and II, 1 -1 0 longleaf
pine. Grade I stock is at least 1,4 inch in diametet· at the 1·oot collar; and
has more than 12 inches of lop (including: foliage); abundant needles, in
fascirles of 2's and :3's; and winter buds. Grade II seedlings have tops
mo1·e than 8 inches long; stems more than 3/ 16 inch in diameter; needles
moderately abundant, part of which are 2 and 3 to a fascicle; and Jack
buds with scales (Shipman, 1960). Top grade seedlings are most capable
of endul"ing climatic extremes. T hus, while G1·ade I stock planted in spring
is only slightly poorer than when wintet· planted, Grade II stock p lanted
in !lpring is much poo1·er. Apparently small. trees lack the vigo1· necessm-y
to become establish ed duTing the s hot-t intet·va l bet,wcen spring and the
ad,·ent of the hot, dry growing season (Sldpman, 1960). At the end of 5
yea rs, the height growth advantage of Grade I over Grade II stock is
about 2 feet, maximum heights being 18 anci110 feet, respectively (Fig. 13).
Soil charactedstics may outweigh th•! advantage of vigor classes:
Grade H stock on sandy loam is better than Grade T stock in sand. The
most. effectiv(' use of longleaf pine plantintg stock of either grade is on
sandy loam soils planted in winter, when Grade Jl material may be used
(Shipman, 1960).
The abo,·e statements apply to J + 0 stock. Oldct· seed lings ( 1 + 1
and 2 + 0) are not superior in eithe1· surviiTal or growth. Foliage clipping
and root p1·uning are necessar·y when planting seedlings older than 1 year
(1\lcGee, 1961). Seedlings should be 1 + 0, from low to medium nur·set·y
bed dt>nsities- 10 to 20 seedlings per square foolr-and planted on prepared
sites. (A crawlet· tractor "'ith a biangular blade, which uproots and severs
below the ground all scrub oaks, leaves t:he debris in place to aid in
conserving !\oil moisture dut"ing the c•·iticaJ fhst year. Yet, because machine planting is more difficult after this treatment, undercutting is done
se,·eral months in advance of planting to allow oaks to decay and to
1·educe first-y('ar root sprouting. The land i13 left 1·ough and the seedlings
placed in sel"ies of broad V-shaped furrows 8 feet apart. Soil stabilization
follo\\ing site preparation can be ha~tened by pulling a bar acr·oss cleared
sites at right. angles to the di•·ection of movement, or by single-!unow
plowing.)
Fir·e is not a useful tool fo1· eradicating scrub hardwoods in the Sandhills, as sprouting is prolific.
Old-Field vs. Cutover Forest
The contrasth1g development of longle.af pine seedlings on cuto,·er
lands and old-fields in south Mississippi wa.s •·epol"ted by A llen (1955a).
Survival in the fine sandy loam soil was aboul the same; bul at age 10,
thet·e were as many as 850 crop trees per ac•·e in old-fields and less than
300 in cutover sites. A lien considered a crop• tree at this age to be mor·e
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F ig ure 13-Survival of planted 1 + 01longleaf pine by morphologica l g rade
and soil ty pe (from Shi1~man, 1960).
t han 3.5 feet tall and of good vigor; or less than 3.5 feet tall, but exceptionally vigorous and free of brown spot. Crop trees, averaging 18 feet
tall, were 34 percent of those trees planted on old-fields. In contrast, crop
trees ave1·aged only 11 feet a nd comprised but 17 percent of the pla nted
stand in cutover tracts (Fig. 14). O:f cou1·se, at this age, one year would
make an appreciable d ifference in the number of stems meeting t he
definition of a crop tree.
Direct Seeding '
The ease with which longleaf pine is direct seeded tends to rever se
the trend away from the species' use: in reforestation. With direct seeding,
fine rootlets are not destroyed, as when nursery stock is lifted. Seeds
should be sown when soil moisture is adequate (Ph to 2 inches of rain
within the past few days) for prompt germination, and before migratory
' See Derr and Mann (1959) for guidelin1e details.
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Fig ure 14-Long leaf lline s tands 11 years after planting 2,000 seedling s
1>er acre on culover land (above) and on an old-field (below)
(from A llen, 1955a; USFS p hoto).
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birds reach their peak in late DE,cembeJ-. (II feasible, seed should be
covered by ~~ to % inch of soil, especially on d1-y sites (Shipman, 1963).
Jones (196:3) recommended a %-inch or less planting depth.) Late October
oe early November appea1·s best in Louis iana. Although reported Lhal as
long as temperature remains high and insects fly, birds do not eat many
seeds (Gemmer, M:aki, and Chapman, 1940), it has been observed that
seeds are the prefetTed food e'·en of insectivorous species. Spring seeding
is discouraged in the western Coastal Plain, as early droughts occur on
the avet·agc evety other yea•·· Derr and Cossitt (1955) suggest using 10,000
viable seeds per acre, about 3 pounds of dewinged seeds with 70 pt"rcent
germination capacity. This assumes 10 to 30 percent will produce vigorous
seedlings. Eighty pe1·cent milacre stocking is usually achie,·ed when ~.000
seeds per acre germinate. The goal for b1·oadcast seeding is 2,000 seedlings
per acre after the first year, and for stl'ip seeding 1,500 per acre (Den
and l\Iann, 1959).
Early failures with sto red longleaf seed led to the belief that direct
seeding demands f1·esh seed, but Bamett (1964) showed that seed properly
stored for 7 years can be succes.sfully direct seeded. He recommended
storage at subf•·eezing temperature and a seed moisture content of les:s
than 10 percent. In addition, proper cone and seed handling is a prerequisitr.
• ite Pr·e1>arat ion
First-year· grass rouA"hS followii ng late winter or early spring buminA"
are satisfactory seedbeds, as mineral soil is sufficiently t>xposed and :>ome
protection is afforded ft·om rodenlts and birds (Fig. 15). Light roughs
accumulate dew and t·educe the drying effects of wind and sun. Fresh bums
encourage birds and sometimes loss•~s to rodents (Boyer, 1964); and roughs
older than 1 yea1· harbor high popullations of rodents as well as obstructing
ge1mination. A heavy stand of second-growth old-field pine is much more
effective than grasslands 01· scrub oaks in protecting seed fl'om birds and
rodents. On fr·eshly hu1·ned rollin,g sites, erosion ami washing dislodge
seedlings before radkles enter the ground.
Disking a light rough the summer before sowing loosens the soil for
radicle penetJ'lltion. Grass competitiion is also reduced, el\pecially important
for improving first-year su1·vival in a dry summer on a sandy site. Disked
soil dries quickly after a rain, and light showers are often ineffecth·e in
restoring soil moisture; also, impeded natural drainage or 1·educed infiltration rate occurs with intense storms. To facilitate drainage, the soil is
ridged in the finaJ disking with strips at right angles t.o topographic contours. Some seed will be lost by silting, and brown spot. needle blight of
seedlings will probably be g1·eater on disked plots than whe1·e burned. Stt·ips,
rathe1· than whole fields, may be disked with lanes 8 feet wide and 6 to
feet apart.
In the South Carolina Sandhil ls, ::;eed spots we1·e unsu('cessful due to
rodent consumption of seed. Theft was greater for s pl'ing than winter
seeding, and with wire screens pilnned down, rodents bunowed ot· tipped
the screens to get seed (Shipman, 1955a).
Several J'epellents have pr·oved useful; Arasan 42-S is the best bird
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repellent found so Ia1· (~lann, 1965). In one test, Arasan-75 treatment
advet·sely affected seed germination of alll major southern pine s pecies
except longleaf (Jones, 196!3). The same study indicated that seed uset·s
cnn store repellent-treated seed successfull:v up to 60 days at 38° F and
up to 20 days at ordinary room temperatures.

Figure 15-Four-year-old longleaf pine established by seeding on a light
roug h. As brown spot infection was negli gible, no prescribed
burns were made (from De rr and Mann, 1959).
Scrub oaks on sites to be direct seeded should be contt·olled before or
soon after seeding. Longleaf pine response to early release is sufficient to
make the difference between adequate and iJnadequate stocking.
Geneticst
Seed Source
Seed source influences growth of longleaf pine, although one should
be cautious in interpretation of early results (Wakele~r, 1961), as demonstrated in the lower Coastal Plain of Georgia with stock raised from seed
collected in Alabama, Louis iana, and Texas. Alabama Coastal Plain source
seedlings were over 2 feet taller than an Alabama Piedmont sour-ce aftet·
!i years, and almost 5 feet taller· after 10 year·s. Two Louisiana Coastal
' Mergen, R<>ssoll. and Pomeroy (19;;;;) and \Valteley and Cnmobell (1!160) illustrate
Le<-hnic1ues for tree br-ling and pollinAtion control i1n Set.'<l orchllrd•. Sn)·der t 1!1~1) disrUSS('ll measurements of brnn ch r hornct c•·ist.icR for scoring p lus-tri.'C sdcrlions in in heritance
~tudies.
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Plain sources differed signjficantly and one was considerably shorter than
stock from Alabama or Georgia Coastal Plain provenances after 5 and 10
years. Survival did not differ in this test, but seedlings from Florida seed
fail when planted as far north ats Virginia. (Seed source significantly
affected su1·vival and height of lon,~leaf pine in a 5-year-old plantation in
central Louisiana (Shoulders, 1965a).) Forkedness varied significantly by
source after 5 but not after 10 years. Although t ime in the g1·ass stage
and resistance to brown spot needle, blight may be related to source, these
are not predictable by latitude or l01ngitude of seed provenance. Appanmtly,
racial strains are associated with patterns of migration rather than with
temperahne zones, longitude, o1· ot;her factors (Bethune and Roth, 1900;
Allen, 1961; Collins, 1964). An exce,ption may be indicated by the roots of
seedlings f1·om eastern Georgia se•~d wruch are more fib1·ous than those
from seed collected further west, p•,ssibly because of wetter summers and
autumns to the east (Snyder, 196Jla). Ability to endure cold weather is
probably associated with s uga1· and Btarch content of foHage (Parker, 1959).
Results of the Southwide Pine Seed Source Study after 3 and 5 years
indicated that local seed is not always best, although nursery conditions
may have influenced suxvival of seedlings and the enatic height growth of
longleaf seedlings introduced much variation. To a certain extent, it appears that when local seed is not available, s ubstitutes should be obtained
east or west of the planting locality, rather than north or south of it
(Wakeley, 1961) .
Hybrid.
Sonderegger pine is a hybrid of longleaf and loblolly pines 11amed
in honor of the State Forester of Louisiana by Chapman (1922) (for reasons not obscure to people famil ia1· with their heated controversy on prescribed bu111ing) . Seeds of the cr•~ss, which b1·eeds true, are from the
longleaf pine parent; pollen from Jo,blolly pine. As for longleaf pine, seeds
germinate late in t he fall, and there is one node in the main shoot of seedlings. The embryo nic stage foliage, resin flow, and susceptibility to bl"0\111
s pot needle blight are also similar to that of longleaf pine. Howe,·er, like
loblolly pine, good height growth is m1ade the first year and 3 non-persistent
branches occur in a whorl at the e nd of the main shoot (Fig. 16). Buds
and cones are intermediate to the two parents in size and appearance.
Donnan (1952) reported tree font1 is poor and g1·owth vigorous. Silvicultural practices all ied to those f o:>r longleaf pine are generally recommended.
Slash pine x longleaf pine hyb1eids also occux. Harkin (1957) counted
one tree with the typical longleaf pine grass-stage habit to two trees
which made good early height growth of 1 to 4 inches the first year.
Seven-year-old hybrids planted in ce:ntral Louisiana demonstrated desirable
characteristics of both parent specie,s, resembling longleaf pine in fonn and
b1·anchlng habit but starting height g-rowth immediately a nd growing almost
as fast as s lash pine. They appeared less susceptible than thei1· parents to
the brown spot needle blight of longleaf pi11e and the fu:::ifo1m rust of
slash pine (Derr, 1966).
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Figu1·e l6-Sonde1·egger pine, the loblolly pine and lon gleaf pine hybrid,
2 years of age.

Stephen F' .•4.zmtin State College
\' vgetative Propagation
l\Iethods of propagating slash pine are satisfactory for longleaf pine,
although a lowet· pet·centage of grafts "take" for the latter species. 1 The
technique is imperfect, but cuttings f 1·om large trees have been rooted in
the greenhouse by placing the bases in a solution of traumatic arid ( 15
ppm), pentachlorophenate (15 ppm), vitamin B (10 ppm), sucrose (5 ppm).
and nutl'ients (not specified). Roots fo1·m in 10 weeks in sandbeds maintained at. 85°F and watered 1 minute in every 10 (Dorman, 1947) .
Disease
Cone rust of Orona1·tim11 !lt?·obilinwrn, the alternate host being oaks,
damage;; longleaf pine seeds (Math1ews and McLintock, 1958). Fe1·bam. at
2 pounds per 100 gallons of wate1·, is recommended for control of the
disease.
lntermt>diate ManaA'ement
Thinning
Longleaf pine, while strongly Hxpressing dominance, does not always
respond to thinning. lnftuential factoJt'S p1·obably include:
1. age of trees

2.
3.
4.
5.

vigor
p1·e-thinning g 1·owth rate
post-thinning climatic conditions
promptness with which new fibrous roots are put out to captm·e
moisture and nutrients madE! available by remo>al of competitors
6. the ability of crowns to function with greater vigor even before
these crowns have time to increase their leaf area (Chapman and
Bulchis, 1940).

Cylindrical crown >olume of 41300 cubic feet is requi1·ed to produce
cubic foot of wood in full y stoclked stands not releascri. Followi11g release, howe,·er, only half this much c1·own spact' is 1·equired to produce
the samt' ,·olume. Chapman and Bulchis (1940) found that a 40 percent
crown gives nearly maximum growth and, at the same time, the greatest
clear bole length compatible with this growth, regardless of dbh.
Thinning for maximum yields c•f sawlogs in well-stocked stands should
be such that the number of trees is reduced to 400 per ac1·e. Typically this
removes :3 to 5 cot·ds in 100 to HiO met·chantable stems when trees are
about 25 years old (Smith, H15;j, 1955a), assuming height, gt·owth begins
at about age 5. Denser stands could be left if thinning is again anticipated
within 15 years. Basal areas to le.ave are 75 to 80 square feet per acre
for average sites-those on which well-stocked, evenly distributed stands
may attain a basal area of 120 squa re feet. Such lhinnings may be necessat1' as ft·equently as every 5 to 10 years. At age 60, 100 to 200 trees
per ac1·e should remain. Smith (1!150a) suggests 75 to 100 final har,·est
crop trees. Poorly fot·med, na val stores "worked-out,'' diseased, cat-faced,
stunted, nnd inset'!. attacked tree8 :n·c, of cou1·se, removed in thinning
(Table 9).
'.Johan ....n nnd

Krnu~

( 1!1.)8) deULil ml'thod>< ror vegetnti\'C propngntlon.
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Severe thinnings may result in h azardous wind storm condWons.
Derr and Enghardt (1957) reported that longleaf pine stands reduced to
30 square feet basal area per acre lost one-lhalf of the stems in a hurricane.
TABLE 9. LONGLEAF PINE THINNING GUIDE. BASAL AREAS
INCLUDE ALL TREES 4 INCHES D.B.H. AND OVER
(after Morriss, Jl958).
Leave basal area (sq. rt.) f•>r site indexAge

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
70
80
90
100

40

60

60

50

44

46
46

46
50
52
54
56
59
60
61
62

55

59
63
66
68
70
73
75
76
77

7()

5'>
'•
60
6G
7Jl
7'",)
78
80

sa
s··
,)

8'7
8~~

8~l

so

90

100

tlO

51
61
68
75
79
83
87
89
91
95
96
98
99

56
66
74
80
85
89
92
95
97
100
103
105
106

60

64
74
82
88
92
97
100
103
105
109
112
113
114

71

78
84
89
93
97
100
102
105
108
109
111

Crown Length
Mortality begins when the crown length :height ratio approaches 0.1
and is imminent when the value is fully reduced to 0.1. Curr ent dbh growth
is about 0.1 inch per year for each 0.1 increase in the c1·own length: height
ratio up to 0.4, at which point stands of saplings and poles give a steady,
continuous average growth of 3 inches dbh per decade. No decrease in the
amount of self-pruning is anticipated, for even when thinned, dominant
trees in fully stocked stands self-prune to' 40 percent of their height.
A crown ratio of 1h was maintained onl y in lightest density residual
stands-those under 100 trees pe1· acre. In 16 years, maximum growth
i n crown width was 8 feet, indicating that with 100 trees per acre (about
20 x 20-foot spacing) 30 yea.J.•s is required :for stands to close.
Stem-crown diameter r elations for longleaf pine a1·e based upon the
equation:
dbb = 2.39 + 0.62 (C)
whe1·e C =crown diameter, in feet (Minor, 1961) ( Fig. 17).
In Louisiana, thinning f1·om above at age 20, making openings equal
in width to dominant crowns, reduced the stand from 120 to 80 square feet
pet· acre. Fifteen yea.J.·s after this sever e thinning to 50 percent of the
crown canopy, a net loss of 20 pet·cent of the pulpwood yield resulted.
Had this heavy thinning been delayed 5 yerurs, the yield would have equalled
that of unthinned forests 10 years later ('Chapman, 1953) .
Chappelle (1962), working in Georgi a, developed guides for determination of future value growth rate for pulpwood based on tree characteristics, as crown ratio. He emphasized, however, that the effect of
removing a given tree on the growth and development of nearby residual
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trees must be judged on the basis of silvicultuml experience not adapted
to formularization.
Sout h A la bama
Reported resul ts of thinnings ha,•e created "confusion wot·se confounded," as even data from the oldest longleaf pine thinning trials m·e
inconclusive. Plots established in 1934 in two southern Alabama ST
70 locales were thinned to leave 200, 300 and 400 trees pet· act·e at age
22. U nt hinned check plots va1·ied fn'om 900 to 2800 trees per acre. The
stands were fully stocked with a mean dbh of 4 inches and 100 square
feet basal aTea per acre. For the first 15 years, Gaines (1951) cited no
notable diffe1·cnces in growth for wlhole stands due to treatment. For the
largest 100 trees per acre, however, t hi nning produced a 15-year mean
gain in dbh of 3.4 inches on plots thinned to the lowest residual stand
density of 200 tt·ees per acre. Cubic foot yields 20 years later fot· all trees
were least, but not sig11 ifica ntly, whet·e thinning was most severe. Basal
area and volume growth, in contt·ast, increased wit h increasing stand
density except for densest stands. Growth is probably more closely related
to the number of trees per acre than. to the basal area at age 22 (Fig. 18) .
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Figure 18-Fifteen-year basal area, growth in relation to number of trees
per acre at age 22 (after Gaines, 1951).
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stand den sity at tha t age appears to be 1200 trees p er acre,
stand s are thinned to lea ve 500 to 900 trees per a cr e. An other
at age 37 included the earlie1· check plots and left 40 t o 350
a cre. Five y ears after this second thinning, growin g space a p-
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Figure 19-Fifteen-year longleaf pine volume growth in relation to number of trees per acre at age 22 (after Gaines, 1951).
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Figure 20-Period.ic annual g rowth fo r na tu ral longleaf pine s tands (A)
thinned to va rious dens ities at age 22, and ( B) thinned and
unthumed s tand data combined. The curves r e1nesent growth
during t he 1>eriod from ~uge 22 to 37 years. Solid lines indicate
limits of data. Check plots were not included in (A) s ince it
seemed they belonged to 110n-representative populations. Wl1eu
check plots are not included in the regression analysis, a s t raight
line with s lope s imilar to that for younger age s tands results
(after Gaines, 1951).
pears related to periodic annual b:asal area growth and to the 5-year
volume g rowth following both thinnings (Fig. 19 a nd 20).
Incorporating dbh in a multiplE! regression did not result in a n appreciably improved indicator of growth over stocking alone. Greatest
growth- basal area and volume-probably occut·s ill stands with more than
300 trees pet· acre when 37 year·s old, t he number not known since the point
where growth no longer increased is beyond the limits of the data. The
heaviest thinning has, through age 4:2, been t he least profitable, slight gam
in diameter growth being attained but with considerable loss in volume
yield. The point of diminis hing retlllrns for gro wth at age 37 appears to
be about 200 trees per acre.
~ortheast ern

F lorida

On poorly drained sands underlaid with hardpan and accompanied by
a low vegetation cover of saw-palmetto and wiregrass, maxim.um volume
may be obtained o\·er a wider range of stand density than is true for most
other species. Leaving from 100 to 400 tl·ees per acre on land with SI 65,
at age 25, when trees wet·e 4 to 6 inches dbh-sort of a pre-commercial
thinning- made little difference. ADinual growth of more than 1/ 10 inch
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dbh was obtained only when residual stCicking was less than 65 square
feet basal area per acre. Volume growth l"(~mained constant for basal areas
ranging from 30 to 100 square feet per acre; but here the dbh growth
of the 100 largest trees increased with de,creasing basal area (Evans and
G t·uschow, 1954) (Fig. 21) .
.....
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Fig ure 21-Sixteen-year cha nge in· cubic volume a nd diamete r of crop trees
of longleaf t>inc thinned fro m below to varying s ta nd de ns ities
at age 25 to 35 yea rs. Lines n~t>resent computed linear regressions (after Evans a nd Gruschow, 1954).
Longleaf vs. Loblolly Pines
Growth following thinning of longleaf and loblolly pines has been
compared by Chapman (1951}. Loblolly pine was on a site of slightly lower
elevation and, therefore, because of better moisture conditions, slightl y
higher site index. Unthinnecl loblolly pinE! grew about 12 percent better
in clbh than longleaf pine; but, when thinned, growth was 25 percent bettet· for loblolly pine. Thinned longleaf pine dbh growth was 8 percent
faster than in check plots, while thinned loblolly pine was double this.
Board-foot yields were also less for thinned longleaf pine than for loblolly pine. Yet, Chapman believed longleaf pine would produce 15 percent
more wood than loblolly pine if properly thinned, because the wider crowns
of loblo!Jy pine requit·e removal of more trees to maintain a 50 percent
canopy. Growth on the greater number c•f residual longleaf pines more
than compensates for the slower gt'O\Yth on each stem.
Precommercial
Precommercial thinning, beginning with grass-stage seedlings, to
reduce stands to about 3,000 stems per acm, often from 20,000, is advantageous provided milact·e stocking is maintained at over 70 percent. Such
thinning is especially appropriate in dense, stagnated stands on deep sands.
I nitial thinnings are made shortly after most trees begin height growth.
Spacing of 6 to 8 feet between seedlings, leaving 700 to 1200 per acre,
a\·oids stagnation (Gaines, 1951).
Competition Control
Roots
Root distribution of longleaf pine seedlings is especially important in
the behavior of the species in seedling antd sapling stands, and, in turn,
t·oot systems are influenced by soil moisture and structure and stand den-
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s ity (Pessin, 1939b). Apparently tbte eal"ly t·apid lap root growth, curtailed when height gL·owth beg ins, is t·elated to nanism (Pessin, 19:35 ).
Paul and .Marts (19:31) found most roots in the uppe r 18 inches of soil.
Pessin (1938a) noted that for 13-yt:!nr-old t1·ces still in the gr:.ss-stage,
most r oots are confined to t he s urfa1ce 6 inches . Tn contrast, broomsedge,
wi1·egmss, and beggarweed roots extend to 8 inches and 3-year-old bluejack oaks produce extens ive systems 12 inches deep and up to 7 feet
laterally (Pessin, 1939b) . Elsewhere, roots of longleaf pine and g rass were
both limited to the top 12 inches in a fin e sandy loam soil, except f or the
conifer's tap root (Pessin, 1938a) . Fibrous beat·dgrass roots form dense
mats on the surface of the ground, o1· are hail"likc, spreadi ng in fan-shapE'd
mats in all directions (Pessin, 1939b). Summarily, as roots of g1-ass and
grass-stage seedlings a re in the uppm· foot of soil, t·emo,·al of grass from
around seedlings stimulates growth t;o a ma t·ked degt·ee.
Pessin (1939b) obset·ved the avemge dep t h of longleaf pine horizontal
roots increasing with age, and tap and latera l roots t·educing in length
and number as stocking of you ng trees inc1·eascs. The total root system of
a longleaf pine at age 13 was 87 feet in contrast. to 468 feet for a bluejack oak in fine sandy loam. In deep sands of west Florida, seedlings less
than 3 feet tall had prominent tap roots, extensive horizontal systems,
and Yertical roots distinct from thE! tap, regardless of soil type. Those
on well-drained sands were longest:, those on poorly ch·ained sites the
shortest, and those on old-fields inte1·mcdiatc (Heyward, 1933). R oots
ceased depth extens ion upon reaching t he water table.
Soil type, however, may influenc•a the length of late ra l roots. Although
form of initial root systems does not diffe r between clay and coarse sand
if moisture is equivale nt, the rate o:f downward g rowth depe nds on moisture in sandy seedbed s; in dry sands, primary rools develop to a greater
d epth in the same period than do roots in wet sands. Root growth is poorer
in clays because the soil is dense--water is less available and aeration
reduced (Lenhart, 1934). A 75-foot lateral t·oot of a mature tree re mained

F ig ure 22-T ransect of roots of lon~l eaf pine in a poorly drained soil
( from Heywa rd, 1933) .
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at a depth of 10 inches to a distance of 51 feet, then turned downward,
ending at a depth of 3'h feet. While one root went around a turkey oak
and then proceeded on its original course, most roots grow st1·aight (Heyward, 1933) (Fig. 22).
Hough, Woods, and McCormack (1965) investigated the root extension
of longleaf pine and turkey oak trees in ltbe North Carolina sandhills utilizing radioactive iodine. Radioactivity wats detected in pine stems as far
as 55.1 feet from the source-plot center and in oak stems out to 48.7 feet;
all pine trees with in a radius of 17 feet from plot center and oaks within
15 feet showed contact with the isotope Hource. A similar study in a 24year-old longleaf pine plantation in the same area showed uptake of J t3t
in all trees above 3.0 inches within 10 feet of the point of application;
beyond 22 feet for s urface applications and 33 feet for 1- and 3-foot
depths, no l 13t was detected in trees.
Roots make rap id growth in spring and autumn but make none in
midwinter or midsummer (Pessin, 1939b). Tn contrast to s lash p ine, long-
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Figure 24-The 5-year-old s eedling above was t·eleased from oak coml>etition at age 1 and is now making height growth; the one shown
on t he next page was ne·ver released (from Walker, 1954).
leaf pine root length increases with increasing water in the soil beyond
the 15 percent level, but growth a111d transpiration are greatest in moist
(25%) but not wet (35%) soils (P•essin, 1938). The role of mycorrhizae
and the conditions which influence their presence on longleaf pine seedling
roots are unknown (Pessin, 1935, 193Hb).
S pecies Relations
Hardwoods competing with longleaf pine seedlings for soil moisture,
and possibly nutrients, must be removed (Fig. 23). In terms of both survival and growth, the best time for release appears to be during the first
year after pines germinate (Fig. 24). While site quality made no appreciable difference in the growth of r•eleased seedlings, umeleased seedlings
grew better on good sites than on p•oor s ites, indicating early oak control
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is more effective on poor sites than on g1>od ones (Walker, 1954). Control
befo•·e seedfall is not desirable, as weeds and grass that replace the deadened oaks as competito•·s are well establh;hecl when the pine seedlings appear. Smith (1955) noted that large oak t.rees could be retained fot· 5 or 6
years without serious mol'tality among rept·oduction, but height growth was
retarded. I n the longleaf pine-turkey oal' type, all hardwoods should be
controlled.
Forest Wall and Seed-Tree Effects
Forest walls retard longleaf pine seedlings in adjacent openings. These
"walls" (bot·dcr trees of timber stands) slowed the growth of seed lings
as far away as 55 feet. The retarding effe·ct far exceeded the reach of t 1·ee
crowns, sug~esting that longleaf pine seedlings tolerate shade bette•· than
root competition for water a nd, perhaps, nutrients.
When seedlings wet·e 5 years old, root-collar diameters of those ncarest the walls averaged 0.33 inch. The s i:ze increased 0.1 inch with each
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10-foot interval up to 55 feet, enabling estimation of seedling diameters
from the formula, 3:3 + distance iJn feet. This influence was more ap100
parent for walls composed of t•·ees lm·ge1· than 11 inches dbh t han for
walls of smaller trees. Seedlings were equally retu rrled in deep sands and
finer-textured, mo1·e productive soils. Near walls, one-half of the seedlings
survived through the fifth year, gratdually in('l'easing to three-fourtl1s at
a distance of 40 feet (Walke•· and DaY is, 1954 ).
Grass and • eedling E ffects
As density of longleaf pine seedlings increases, from 1000 to 100.000
per acre, height g1·owth and root deYelopment decremw both in grass and
denuded plots. Be!ll height growth is obtained where thinning to 1000
stems per acre is accompanied by grass •·emo\·al. Denuding resultf'd in
increased numbers of needles in fascicles on formel'ly rlense plots. an
evidence of good vigot·. Height growth W<1S substnntially improved, more
so where seedlings hud been thinned than where ~rnR!'I was removed (Pessin,
1938a, 19:39, 1939a).
D•·y weight of pines in pots was greater wher(' g!'as!'l was removed,
bm·ned, or clipped, o•· seedlings watered than unde1· untreated conditions
(Pessin and Chapman, 1944). In fioeld studies. howe\'l'l', fe1'tilizing (400
pounds per aCI'e of ammonium sulfate). watering, mulching, and combinations of these t•·eatmcnts failed to influence Sl'l'<lling growth. but grass
removal did (Pessiu, 1942). On n w<ell-drained ridge ro,·ered with broomsedge, culth·ation did not improve seedling g1·owth but, again, scalping did
(Pessin, 1944 ).
Scalping 2 to 3 feet arou nd se:edl i n~s may be necessary. Removing
grass from around longleaf pine grass-stage !H'crll ings re leases soil moisture and, possibly, nutrients for see:dling usc, a l lhow~h evaporation from
the surface soil tends to hold soil moistu1·c in cherk on denuded plot~<.
I ncreased soil moistut·c is probably i•~ the (1- to 12-inch soil depth, as there
only did Pessin ( 19:38a) find differences du1·ing :3 growing seasons which
favored denuded plots. The retardin1:r effect of l'!,Tasse!'l is greater on poor
than on •·iche1· soils (Pessin, 1939a). Tntet·estingly, but at ,·ariance with
most other observations. Pessin (1938a) did not consider competition for
soil moisture as an explanation fo1· the slower growth of pines in thc
grass plots, fo1· at no time during his exper·imcnt was the moisture content of the soil critically low. l nde<ed, much of tht' lonr~leaf pine t·egion
receives more than 60 inchf's of rainfall per yem·. 13ut while rainfall may
be evenl5• d ist•·ibuted, a few hot summe1· days without rain c<m produce
dr ought conditions in de~>p soi ls on slopes sliJ,t'htly inclined to the southwest. Pessin's assumption may be based on evidence obtained with methods
lacking in sufficient sensith·ity for moisture measu•·ements which accurately indicate watet· requin?.ments and deficiencies for plunts.
Pessin noted thal where grass was burned and ashes remained, the
dey \\·eight of pines was neal'ly as :great as when sites were denuded, indicating pet·haps that competition between grass and pines is principally
fot· nutrients (Pessin, 19:J9a). Bruce (1958), howe,·e•·, found removal of
ashes did not affect seedling growih; but where logs were burned, Jll'eventing grass from e nc1·oaching for a year, pine seedlinA"s g-rew rapidly.
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Where heat from solar radiation ct·itically <lt·ies sites, s hading seedling!> from )larch to October with a palmetto ft·ond stuck in the gt·ound
adjacent to the tree inct·eases its vigor (Allen, 1954). Perhaps, then, some
palmetto should be retai ned in control treatments.
Tr·eatment with allyl alcohol reduced grass and s ubsequenUy improved
seedling growth. Tht' herbicide, diluted 1:100 in water and apt>lied at a
rate of 1 pint pet· squat·e foot of soil surface, is used af ter prescribed
burns fot· site preparation and befot·(' longleaf pine seedfall ( Bt·uce, 1958).
Gallbel'l'y
Gall bcn:y, the most abundant of some 20 native and introduced m embet·s of the holly family in the Coastal Pla.in, is a principal competitor of
longl!'af pine on many sites. Because of its stoloniferous habit, it often
grows in dense thicketR o,·er 100 yeat·s old. Seedlings arc rar·e, although
large numbe rs of st>ed are produced by pistillate plants cvet'Y year. As
few seeds ot· germinating seedlings escape depredations by binls, t·odents,
insects, fungi, and other age nts, virtually 1111 new gr·o,,>th ol'iginatcs from
spr·ou ts. Bit·ds eat both f1·uit and pulp of gallbcl'l'ies during wintct·, but
apparently few ''iable seeds are passed. G•·o" ·th of s prouts starts in late
Februar·y, is most rapid from mid-April t.l mid-May, and ceases in late
Octobe r or November. AYerage gr·owth of basal ~prouts may exceed 20
inches, and for terminal twigs it is 9 inche1s in a s ingle year.
New leaves begin appeat·ing in late Februar·y-before shedding of
the previous year's foliage is complete in ::\J:ay. Leaves on sprouts, slightl y
larsrer· than lea,·es on oldet· stems, may be held into the second summer.
Rudimentary fl ower· buds appear in March and in about a month attain full s ize. Flow<'rinsr was observed to be completed in May with young
fr·uits on t he pistillate plants ripeninsr gt·adually during the summet·. The
beny-like dntpes turn hlack in August, persist until the following s pring,
and begin to fall when new growth sta1ts. Ripened fruit averages :1{ inch
in diameter and contains 2 to 9, u~ually 6, flattened nutlets. Plants killed
back by fit·e bore neithc t· flower·s nor· f111it until the second yeat· (SEFES,
1960).
Pruning
Well-stocked stands of longleaf pine are self-pruning. Open-grown
tr('es require p111ning to impt'O\'e sawtimber quality, as bt·anches may persist fot· 25 yeaTs. Fot· a clear butt log, trees are pt·uned to 8 feet when
16 to 20 feet tall, and again 6 to 7 yeat·s later. Greater efficiency may be
realized by a single tt·eatrnent to obtain 2 c lear logs when trees at·e 34
feet tall.
While pruning up to one-half of the total height of saplin ~s does
not affect gro,nh, pruning to a grt>ater se,·Elrity reduces diameter gt·o"·th.
Complete pruning of lateral branches on 4-foot-tnll trees reduced growth
dur·i ug the 15 years after· t reatment by 0.2 inch in diameter for <'ach foot
in height. Pruning lwo-lhirds of the total ht~ight reduced diameter growth
half as much as complete branch elimination (B111ce, 1954). Stems 18
years old pruned of the lower t hree-foutth branches grew less than 3
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inches the following 10 yem-s in contrast to gt·owth of 5 inches for unpruned trees (Matts, 1951).
A study on trees 2 to 8 inches dbh showed those pt·uned 40 percent
of total height had growth reduced 23 percent; those pt'llned to 90 percent sevet;ty, leaving only the leader, had diameter growth t·educed 87
percent (SFES, 1938a). Bull (1943) found clearing one-thil'd of the total
height results in a loss of 0.4 inch dbh or 1 year's growth. For s hort trees,
a wide range in degree of pruning results in equal gro,dh losses. That
is, because a 9-foot open-grown tree generally has a 3-foot lefld<>r, severe
pl'llning--even 50 perC'ent-would re·move virtually all of the c1·own. Yet,
the additional crown quickly produced by a short tree is probably associated with the development of latewood which is dependent upon environmental factors present at the time latewootl growth is initiated, in contrast to eal'lywood growth that is dependent upon reserve food stored from
the previous growing season.
Wood-Qualit y
For trees pruned or branches on the lower ~ of the bole at age 18,
wood density below the lower crown limits was greatet· than before pt·uning. The ea1·lywood increase from pruning is mostly in the first ringaftel· treatment, but subsequently Ls decreased to less than that in unpruned tt·ees. At a height of 12 feet in pruned tt·ees, whe1-e pronounced reduction in ri11g width was exhibited!, earlywood growth for 5 years after
treatment was about 40 percent of the a\·erag" ring width befOI't' pruning
and 60 percent of the average 1·ing width of untreated trees. Tt'llnks showed
reduced taper, as ring \Yidth at thtl upper limits of pruning wus not affected by tt·eatment (Marts, 1951).
Bud-Pr uning
Bud-pruning, the annual removal of lowe1· lateral buds and shoots,
when applied to trees in a 20-year-old plantation resulted in bette.t· form,
better quality, less taper, a higher 1percentage or latewood, and wood with
average or higher specific gravity for its ring width than otherwise. The
bettet· form, o1· t-eduction in tape1·, is due to changes in carlywood:latewood
ratio. The average earlywood width at lo\\'et· Je,·els is pt·oportionally less
of the total 1·ing width than is latewood, and conversely at higher positions
in the bole as a result of this sevfn•e treatment (l\larts, 1950). This may
be due in pal't to the effect of crown size on food production and sto1 age,
or to the possibility that conditions are more favorable for formation of
soluble foods in the uppet· part of the crown where cell sap is densest and,
therefore, more readily converted to cellulose early in the gJ'O\\ ing sea:;on.
1ntegra tcd Management
Ha nge :\la nagemcnt•
Rangi ng on improved pasture is more economical than is the supplying o( protein concentrates for supplementing forest range. Ncvertheles!',
forests are grazed, often to their detriment, in the interests of beef pro'Information in lhi3 section >tJ>Jllies to longleaf pine. shtsh pine. and A8<!'>elated L)'JI~S.
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duction. In much of the original longleaf pine forests, clearcutting and
steam skidding took all large trees anod knocked down small ones so
that second-growth forests did not develop and a cover of bluestem grasses
resulted (Fig. 25). Because cattle ranged Coastal Plain forests for over
300 years, their migration to these cutove:t· areas was natura l.

F igu re 25-Clearcut lands now used for uni mproved range (from CamJ>bell,
1955; USFS photo) .
Grazing animals trample seed lings, browse trees-mostly hardwoods,
and with their hoofs expose soil to raindrop compaction and erosion.
Too seve1·e compaction 1·esults in staghea,ded tl'ees that are easily ki.lled
by fire, insects and djsease. Bulk density a,n d total pore space are expected
to be less favorable under conditions of heavy gl'azing, especially on silt
loam soils (Read, 1957). A ten-year study of grazing on silt loam soils in
central Louisiana revealed soil compaction sufficient to restrict water movement into and through the profile, pa1-ticularly during intense rainstorms
(LinnaJ.-tz, Hse, and Duvall, 1966).
Injury to young pine seedlings increa:ses as new shoots develop in t he
spring. By late April, one-fourth of the seedlings planted on a native
range had been injured (SEFES, 1959) . However, seedlings can be protected by stocking adjustment, adequate dlistribution of water, a nd pt·oper
use of salt.
Favorable influences of grazing include soil exposure which provides
a mineral bed for tree seed germination, consumed rough which reduces
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fire hazard, improved soil f e rtility th1t·ough incorporation of manm·e with
min p•·nl soil, and UJl(lesirablc hardwood control.
Forage Specie!<
Dominant grasses in longleaf pine-slash pine forests of Georgia include pineland three-awn, Curtis dropseed, bluestems, panicums, pas palums,
cutover mu hl y, lopsidecl 1ndiangrass, and toothache g1·ass. A nd1·opogons
in Mississippi s upply good fo•·age only in the s pring. A~ono7JW1 com1n·cssus, a
carpetgrass of heavy soils, occurs on small burned and unburned areas.
I t is very palatable, well acclimated except fo•· occasional dieback f•·om
frost or drought, thrives unclet· concentrated grazing, spreads in competition \\ith other na tive grass, and responds to fe•·tilization.
Plants making up most of t he ccwet· in good southwestern Louisiana
fot·esl ranges include pinehill and big bluestems, switchg rass, lndiangrass,
and swamp sunflower. Less r.-equent compone nts of ranges in excellent
condition, but whkh increas<' rapidly upon overgrazing, are the low panicums, <"Utover muhly, and s lender blu.estem. P lants invading under se,·e•·e
overgrazing and, hence, indicative of 1poor range conditions include broomsedge, hluestem, yankceweed (apparently named circa 1865), east.em bitterweed, three-awns, and ca1·petg1·ass {Williams, 1952).
Grasses make up most of the yearlong cattle diet in Louisiana, palatable weeds forming 6 to 15 percent (Reid, 1964) . While pinehill bluestem is grazed ali year, s lender bluestem is especially nutritional in s pt·ing
and early summer until t he wil·y flower stalks are formed . On longleaf pine
cutove1· ranges, 70 percent of t he grazed g•·ass is produced during t he
first. half of the growing !'leason, befor e t he fl ower stalks a 1·e formed.
Close repeated cropping at intervals oj[ less than 4 weeks should be avoided
as bluestem grasses are the1·eby killed (Cassady, 1953). Crude protein
declines from 9¥:! percent in spling to 4¥.! pe1·cent in late summer. Ample
quantities of calcium, potassium, and trace elements are found in the
native forage gt·asses, but supplememts of crude protein and phosphorus
a re needed for animal f eeding ( Duncan, 1968) .
Browse
Browse plants of some importance to cattle diets, described by Halls,
Knox, and Lazar (1957), include saw-palmetto, myrtle, sweetbay, blackgum, and s ummersweet clethra. All except saw-palmetto are ~easonally
grazed either in wintet· 01· early spring when they comprise 16 percent
of t he total forage intake. Very little browl'le is consumed in summe•· and
fa ll. 1 ndigestible lignin in browse is unfavorably hig h-over 20 percent.
while digestible carbohydrate is low. Crude protein, however, exceeds lhat
required fo1· the average cattle diet, ~~specially in winter. Calcium, copper ,
i•·on, and zinc are always adequate, and phosphoms and cobalt gene1·ally
so ( nalls, Knox, and Lazm·, 1957) .
. land Stockin g Effects
He •·bage production in south Alabama long leaf pine stands i ncreases
rapidly us basal area decreases below 40 squ81"e feet. The increase is less
rapid between 100 and 40 square feet:. Herbs and forbs increase in stands
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Figu•·e 26--The influence of basal area on forage product ion in s outh A labama (ft·o m Gai nes, Campbell, and Brasington, 1954).
above 120 square f eel pe t· a cr e, proba bly because mor e lig hl is pe netra ting
t he canopies, a s s uch sta nds a r e generally older a nd have less trees
(Fig . 26).
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litter increases ( from Gai nes, Campbell, and Bras ington, 1954).
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Gaines, Campbell, and Brasington (1954) found that the distl'ibutlon
of trees in a stand, more tha n basal a rea, affects herbage production. For
instance, a single tree 7 to 14 inches dbh influences grass production up
to 8 feet from its trunk, while a group of trees •·educes herbage 30 feet
from its edge. Only 14 pe1·cent of the decrease in herbage production was
accounted for by basal area. Weight of tree litte•·, also influential, accounts
for 20 pe1·cent of the variation in herbage production (Fig. 27). The grazing value of forests is negligible where 35 pe1·cent of the ground is shaded
at noon (Shepherd, 1953), but this i:s not a very dense stand as shade
in tight canopies is 60 percent or mor'a at noon.
Cassady (1951) and Campbell (1951) repo1-ted 1500 to 2000 pounds
(air-dry) of grasses per acre, pl;ncipally pinehill and slender bluestems,
produced in open forests of Louisiana and East Texas. Pmduction is
less than half under moderately heavy scrub oak stands and is fut1her
reduced under pole-size longleaf pine forests.
Not·mal grass production of 10010 pounds (oven-dried) per acre on
open longleaf pine-slash pine forest ranges of Georgia declines consistently as overhead canopies increase from 5 to 35 percent, at which point
basal area per acre may be expected to be over 90 square feel. As the
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Figure 28-Helationshit> between t ree basal area and Louisiana while
clover stands. Standa rd e rro1· of estima tes are 0.95 a nd 1.57
for lowe r and middle Coastal Plain, respectively.
(A=Excellent , B = Good, C= Fair, D = Poor, .F = Failure)
(after Halls and Suman, Hl54).
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canopy closes further to 135 squat·e feet basal area pet· acre, grass production levels off to about 300 pounds per :acre (Ralls, 1955).
White clover seldom persists where hasal area exceeds 50 square feet
per acre, and it grows rapidly only where basal area is less than 20 squa.r e
reet. In the openings of thin stands, white clover succulence prevents the
spread of winter fires. 'l'his legume doeB pool'ly in hot weather and is
then ki!Jed by litter smothering (Halls, 1953). Where canopies are thln,
especially in moist lowlands, white clove·r may be planted in the forest
(Fig. 28). It should be fct·tilized.
S ite E ffects
Herbage production decreases as subsoil texture inct·eases in coat·sencss. Thus, where subsoils at·e clay, herbage is over 800 pounds per acre
in contrast to 500 pounds in deep sands (Gaines, Campbell, and Brasington, 1954). Better moisture-holding capaci'ty of the finer-textured soil and,
pet·haps, perched watet· tables l'esting on hardpans that frequently occur
in clay subsoils could be attributing factot·s.
Slender bluestem, paa-ticularly, is sensitive to moisture availability and
thl'i\•es on1y ·where water is adequate. Yet, moist bottoms, even those in
longleaf pine. are inferior fot· grass production due to heavy brush and
tree competition. Forage growth varies g;reatly with annual rainfall and
its seasonal distribution (Campbell, 1951), as wet summer seasons in
unburned ranges produce 3 times as much forage as dry years, other
things being equal (Smith, Campbell, and Blount, 1955).
S upl>lementat·y FeedingNutritive values of native range are :far below maintenance levels fo1·
cattle in wi11ter, adequate only for maintenance in summer and fall, and
satisfactory in March and April when gai,ns up to 2 pounds per head per
day have been recot·ded (Campbell, 1946). Ther·ef01·e. short-season grazing, from AJ>ril 1 until cows stop gairun.g weight in midsummer, is recommended.
Supplementat·y feeding is essential, eii ther with cut forage or by moving herds to improved pastures. Extra fE:eding is required in spring and
summer for wet cows, as nur-sing cows require more phosphorus than
ncquit·ed in mineral mixtut·es and native Jfot·age. A pound or two per day
of cottonseed meal is a t·ecommcnded supplement. Calcium may be deficient
for lactating cows the fil·st :3 o1· 4 monthH after bh·th, when lime requirements are hlgh and the forage is low in this element. Ot·y cows and heifers
make satisfactory gains and breed successfully on native range without
supplements during spl'ing and summer, although the critical point is approached much of the year, even when mineral supplements are added
(Southwell and Halls, 1955; Halls and Southwell, 1954). Shephet·d (1954)
found protein and mineral content deficient most of the year.
In Louisiana, longleaf pine bluestem ranges had adequate minor elements for beef cattle. Only phosphorus and crude pt·otein wer·e deficient,
the former in all seasons, the latter only in spring and early summer
(Duncan and Ep1>s, 1968). Because phos:phorus levels are frequently in-
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adequate, fertilization to increase the nutritional status is pa1ticularly
desirable where burning is not prescribed.
Ran ge lrn p•·ovc •n cnt
P •·escribcd Burn ing
Prescribed burning improves quantity as well as nutritional quality oi
forage. However, most benefits from burning disappear long before repeat burns consistent with good silviculture are made. Grazing may b e
continued on a reduced capacity for fire hazard reduction when stands
close and p1·escribed buming is not harmonious with timber production.
Tn longleaf pine forests, fire should be excluded until seedlings are in
then· second year of the g~·ass-stage·, or afte •· they are o,·e•· 4 feet tall.
Between 1 and 4 feet, there is a 2- to 3-year pe1·iod in which seedlings
are very susceptible to fire injury.
I n wiregrass •·anges, presct·ibed bu rn ing results in bette•· cattle gains
withou t excessive t1·ec damage. Forage "fres hens" about 1 month earlier.
However, in the r eed forage type typical of pond pine f orests of the
Carolina Coastal area, p1·escribed fires delayed th e growing season for
range plants about 2 weeks, and reduced grazing capacity the following
years. Fires make •·eeds mot·e su sceptible to s ubsequent death by grazing
(Biswell, Foster, and Southwell, 1944).
Reid (1954) s uggested burning e,·ery !3 to 5 yeat·s to get bette1· cattle
distribution. By that time woody, herbaceous, and total forage weights
become a bout equal to those on unburned sites (Table 10).

TABLE 10. SUMl\IARY OF FORAGE PRODUC'rlON ON BURNED
AND UNBURNED PLOT S (GREEN WEl GIITS lN POUNDS
PER ACRE)
(after L:ay, 1956).
Type of forage

l*"i r~t.. to.e;\SOn
n ft~r lngt fir~
Unburnl• l

Woody
675
H erbaceous
100
Total forage weight 775

Burned

524
476
1000

Second •ea>on
R fter IRK! ti r~;

Third season
after last ti r<'

Unburned

Rurnl'<l

Unhurned

Burn'-11

848
168
1016

743
379
1122

794
143
936

606
244
850

Spring is preferable to either autumn 01· winLc r for improving for a ge
quality by bm·ning. Lay (1957) considered summe1· burning equal to spring
bum i ng, b ut Lemon (1946) fou nd s:ho1t-term p1·olein in range crops on
early spring-burned areas two to three times greater than in summer
burning . Shepherd ( 1 954) noted that by October following '> Pl'ing bu rnin~,
forage loses its palatability advantage and cattle graze unbm·ned and
burned areas equally.
Lemon (1946) was unable to burn in winte1· nights because of the
high humidity, except with a 6- to 8-year litter. Such heavy mats of raw
humus must be bu1·ned under moist conditions. L ight littet· is sensitive to
humidity changes and, unless very low, it is burned in the afternoon.
The constant wind direction and the ease with which fires burn out as
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the relative humidity builds up around midnight encourages rugh t burning, employing backfires with winds at 4 t() 7 mjJes per hour. On gall berry
sites, backfires are presct·ibed, as headfires crown in waxy leaves of the
sh1·ubs, from which fl ames ignite tree crowns.
As cattle graze heavily on seedling;s in bw·ned areas wh ere they
c011gregate, distribution of stock and seasonal restrictions are essential
to integrated range-fo1·est management.
Soil Physica l P•·oper·ties
Grazing soon after burning is sometimes discouraged because the concentration of cattle on these areas cause!s soil compaction and tram pling
of reproduction. This is pa•·ticularly truE~ where incomplete buming has
resulted in patches of lush herbage an d whe•·e abundan t tree reproduction has come in 0 11 temporarily exposed s·oil. Even on light soils, as loamy
fine sand and sands, trampli ng after burning causes pronounced compaction of the upper 3 inches. Compaction increases w ith frequency of burns
(Suman a.nd Halls, 1955) . While grazing slig h tly inc reases volwne weight
of unburned ranges, under burned conditions volume weight is doubled
where grazed (Fig. 29). This results in poorer aeration, infiltration, and
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percoln.tion, greater loss of rainfall tbrough runoff and less watet· storage
for use dul'ing drought.
Nut rition
Protein and phosphorus are 2 to 3 times higher and lignin content
appreciably lower in the spl'ing for fot·age burned the previous winter in
contrast to unbm11ed t·ange. After ~:rasses reach full leaf in June, the
difference is not significant. Likewise the palatability advantage of but11ed
tt·acts is lost by July (Shephet·d, 1953).
Little bluestem is higher in cr·ude protein and ash after burning.
Phosphorus, calcium, and crude fiber are not significantly affected (Smith
and Young, 1959).
In west Florida sandhms, where \Yiregrass is abundant in the longleaf pine-sct-ub oak type, grass is most nutritious in spring and on burned
ranges. Where burned, calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium in
the wiregrass a1·e adequate fo1· bee1f cattle, but c1·ude protein is very
lhe minimum required. Under unbu11ned conditions, crude protein is ve1·y
low and most minerals barely adequate. The influence of buming on
"iregrass nutrition is s hown by the following tabulatjon (Woods, 1959):
Unhurned

Crude protein
Phosphorus
Calcium .
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium

( Per~cnl )

Burned
1 Per~enl)

8.00
.08
.91
.07
.22
.10

4.00
.03
.25
.06
.22
.02

ln East Texas forests, inct·eases in protein after bu1·ning wet·e more
enduring than were phosphot-us increases: 19 percent more protein the
second winter afterward. Thet·e, the foliat· nutl·ients of mulbetTy, sweetgum, and yaullOn chango gt·eatly due to buming; water oak, muscadine,
and viburnum change little; and dogwood, tit.i, ash, gall bcny, bla ckgum,
loblolly pine, and white oak are intermediate (Lay, 1957).
Apparently protein, phosphotus, and ralri um, undet· some conditions,
may be increased in forage, as mineral elements in dead organic matter at·e
released and then taken up in subsequent plant growth. Soil pH may be
increased as a result of the t·clease of bases previously tied up in organic
matel'ial (Halls, Southwell, and Knox, 1952).
Forage Product ion
Grass utilization is four-fold greater on burned than unburned ranges.
Slendet· bluestem, especially, is grazE~d only sparingly on unbumed tracts
(Smith, Campbell. and Blount, 1955). The greatet· amount of annual grasses
on burned than unbumed sites may ·be pattly due to the wa11ner soil-1 •
to s •F-in spring whet·e the black sw·face absorbs solar heat (Wahlenberg, 1937).
Range capacity with annual burning and continuous g1·azing was reduced by a lmost one-third, according to Hallfl (1957), as gt·ound cover
and gt·ass yields are dect·eased. Wher•e not grazed, howevet·, frequent burn-
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ing increases gl:ound cover slightly. In southeastern flatwoods forest ra nges,
gntzing a nd burning together increase b1·ush, principally gallberry. Without bu111ing, herbaceous ground cover is d•ecreased, but it builds up rapidly
for 3 years after burning to a peak of about 2 tons per acre (Shepherd,
1958) .
Fire increased desirable legumes from just a tl·ace to one-thi rd of
the ground cover in Louisiana (Reid, 19154). Light to modet·ate grazing
comvlements fire by keeping down gra s~; that hinders growth and seed
production of herbaceous plants.
White clovet·, carpetgrass, m1d Dall.isgrass are established without
tillage in longleaf pine-slash pine forests when litter is TemoYed by burning and the site subsequently fertilized a11d limed. The best forage occurs
in openings w here needle cast removal by fire enhances forage production
(Halls and Suman, 1954).
Burning is useful in south Florida to reduce palmetto al1Cl to encourage
nutritious range plants. Herbage increa~;ed from 66 pounds per acre 8
weeks after bmning to 2200 pounds at 9 months and a maximum of 3500
pounds in the second year in one study (Hilmon and Lewis, 1962). The
effects are short-lived, however, as palmetto xespTouts vigorously and is
a pparently a fil-e subclimax species wh~~re 1·anges are burned no more
than once in 2 years (Fig. 30) . Except \n·ief:ly after burning, palmetto is
seldom eaten by cattle. Although burning and grazing appear to be ineffective control measures when employ.ed sepa1·ately, some combination
may be useful in controlling or reducing palmetto dominance. Heavy
grazing for 2 months following fire may 1~liminate it. Grazing subsequently
removes sprouts and changes saw-palmetto lands to broomsedge-sedge
dominance. Once palmetto is killed, sto•cking should be adjusted to facilitate maiJJtenance of desirable forage s,p ecies (SEFES, 1960).
Summa1·ily, a pe1·iod of no herbage volume immediately after a fire
is followed by a brief period of low herbage volume-high nutritive quality
and finally, by an extended period of hiigh herbage volume-low nutTitive
quality (Hilmon and Le"-is, 1962).
Fire Exclusion
Where fil·e is excluded for several years, a mantle of litter 2 to 3%
inches t hick is formed. This organic matter smothers grass, provides food
for soil animals, and results in greater A2 porosity. Soils with considerable
clay f1·actions in the A2 produce cmmb structure when protected from
fire (Heyward, 1937). Curtis dropseed and pineland three-awns, which comprise one-half of the herbaceous cover iin south Georgia, a1·e adapted to
persist after fire because leaf meristerns, Ph inches underground, a1·e
insulated by a tightly-packed mass of leaf sheaths. Both species are semievergreen perennial bunch g1·asses, their ligneous, decay-1·esistant litter
suppressing other species (Lemon, 1949),. "Fil·e-follower" species, the most
important of which are bluestems, lopside Indiangrass, panicums, and
trinius three-awn, are gone after 8 to 10 years of fire exclusion.
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Figure 30- When saw-palmetto J>lants are bumed, n ew leaves arise from
the g r owing point dee p wit hin the s t em. This g rowing point
is not injur ed by th e hottest fires.
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Other !\'l et hods

In addition to prescribed burning, other methods for imp•·oving range
in forest stands include:
1. Harvest by seed-tree method or clearcut and seed.

2. Prepare the site by clearing bl'llsh w ith h eavy equipment, and
seed with grasses. Dallisgrass is successfully established except in burned
areas where it is crowded out by carpetigrass. Big tt·efoil is established
with or without site preparation. Lespede:~a establishme11t is not improved
by site preparation, but is satisfactory on undisturbed sites follo,\'ing burning. Broadleaf herbs, such as goldemod and dogfenn el, may be troublesome
where sites a re prepared.
3. Fertilization is recommended for either (1) ot· (2). Minimal amounts
for carpetgrass and lespedeza are 30 pounds per acre each of phosph01·ic
acid (P.,O.) and potass ium oxide (K.,O) and 60 pounds each f or Dallisgrass a~d .. b ig trefoil. Highet· rates lessen the problem of broadleaf h erbs
( Halls, Burton, an.d Southwell, 1957) .
Blackgum foliar analysis serves to indicate cobalt deficiencies for cattle
in pine-hardwood forests. In Arkansas a·nd Louisiana, 5 ppm or less of
cobalt in foliage incUcates the element is deficient for healthy cattle (Kubota, Lazar, and Beeson, 1960).
Grazing- Cat>acit y
Nutritional quality is more important; than quantity of forage in determining carrying capacity on a year-rouind basis. That broadleaf browse
is often of h igher qua lity than het·baceo us forage explains why cattle frequently pref er woodlands to acljace11t openings.
Old-growth longleaf pine stands produce about 600 pounds per a cr e
of range plants by July (Campbell, 1946) . By October, more is available,
hut the grass is less palatable and less nutritious.
Grazing capacit y for an 8-month season is determined by the formula:
cow months
lbs. !P'een grass
3000
This provides 3000 pounds of green gras~> per mon t h or 100 pounds per
day, 40 percent of which is utilized (Campbell and Cassady, 1955). Grazin~
capacity during spring and su mmer should be based entirely on bumed
acreages, one animal fo•· 50 to 60 a cres being typical for well-stocked
stands of longleaf p ine.

=

Fo•· unburned wiregrass forests, Hl~ lls (1957) suggests managing
cattle on t he basis of an a vera ge of :35 pe n~ent utilization for optimum beef
production. Thus, approximately 9 acres o1[ good wiregrass range, yielding
1100 pounds of grass, provides am ple fe·ed for a 500 pound steer from
l\Iarch to Janua1·y. Grazing capacity is adjusted downward as stand dens ity and scrub cover increase, according to the equation:

=

Y
1060 - 15X, - 13;~~
where Y =yield of herbage iin pou nds per acre,
X,= overstory cover in percent,
and X"= s hrub cover in perc:ent (Table 11).
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TABLE 11. EF FECT OF OVE RGROWT H OF T REES AN D SHRUBS
ON GRASS PRODUCTION I N LONGLEAF-SLASH P INE
WTREGRASS RANGES
(after Halls, 1957).
Trt~ overstor~·

~h.-ub
dt·n~it.y

None

5'/.

1060
995
930
865

985
918
852
786

Pereent

--20'7r

1\~C~

:)0q

P •DU ndR o r grfl8.S

0

5
10
15

757
691
625
557

530
464
398
332

292
226
160
94

Accordingly, where trees and shrubs at·e absent, the grass yield is 1060
pounds pet· acre per year (Ha lls, 1951'; Halls, Ha le, and Southwell, 1956).
Halls assumes that grasses comprise 85 percent of the total diet of 13
pounds daily for a 500 pound steer.
In the south Alabama Coastal Plaim, open areas producing 1000 pounds
of ah·-dry grass and fo rbs per acre p•er y<>ar adequately suppol't 1 1h cowmonths per acre per year. Moderately stocked areas with 90 trees over
4 inches dbh, basal area exceeding 100 square feel, and 5000 pounds of
litlet· pet· acre on the forest floor produce about 500 pounds of herbage.
This is satisfactory fo1· % cow-month per acre pet· ycm· (Gaines, Campbell, and Brasington, 1954).
For southwestern Louisian;l, a suggested yeat·long grazing capacitr
for· a range in excellent condition with over 75 percent of the ground cover
in desirable gt·asses and a tree canopy of 50 percent, is one a nimal per 20
acr·es. It is one animal for 30 acres on poor rat1ges where desirable g1·asses
make up less than 25 percent of the cover (Williams, 1952).
In summar y, the carrying capacity of a forest range comprised pl'ineipally of longleaf pine is about one amimnl for each 6 to 10 acres on newly
bumed Janel. This pt·o,·ides fot· good weight gains and perpetuation of
favorable forage species (Lemon, 1946; Shepherd, 1954) .
Goa ts a nd SheCJ>
Goats are worse than sheep, and sheep wot·se than cattle on soil, range
plants and trees. Sheep should be ex:cluded from longleaf pine stands in
whic h trees at·e less t han 4 feet tall, :as most seedlings havt! lennina l buds
browsed, many two or more times, and some will be permanently deformed. Buds susceptible to injut·y arc white and wooly, at least 0.4
inch long. :\lost damage occurs in winter and eal'ly s pdng when buds are
abundant and succulent and her·bs ai'El scnt·cc. Height g rowth is 25 per·cent
less for g1·azed than ungrazed seedlings (J\lann, 1947; l\Iaki and Mann,
1951). Growing sheep on longleaf pine lands requires large blocks with
e"cnaged management.
Hogs
Hogs, including 1·azorbacks, havE! long been gt·azed in for·ests of the
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South, particularly t he regu larly burned pine types (Fig. 31) . These "piney
woods rooters" do extensive damage to longleaf pine seedling stands in
the s pring after available oak mast has been consumed in swamps and
bottoms. Pulling up seedl ing roots may j;ake place for only a month in
the s pring- just until the ground is dry and hard (Peevy, 1953) .

F ig ure 31- Longleaf pine was esta blis hed naturally on e it he r s ide of t he
fence. Unfenced hogs destt·oyecll t he seedlings on the left (USFS
l>hoto).
Hogs have destt·oyed all seedlings in some Louisiana stands. pulling
up t·oots to depths as g1·eat as 6 feet (Chapman, 1948). Destmction of 6
seedlings per minute, 15 feet of root in 10 minutes, a nd lh a cre of seedlings per day by a single animal has been observed (Hopkins, 1947, 1949).
While it is popularly stated that hogs eat longleaf pine roots as a spring
tonic or to kill kid ney worms, it is more ]probably a diet of last recourse.
Woods hogs of questionable ancestt·y are small, stunted, poor in conformation, and seldom fat. A rooter's LiveUhood depends on an ability to
scrounge t hat which , when excellent, seldom pt·oduces an animal exceeding
150 pounds in 2 years. As hogs do not r e adily convert roughage to body
tissue, t hey ordinarily obtain carbohydrates f rom concentrates low in fiber
and high in starch like the tender bar k of the longleaf pine root, the dry
weig ht of which is 85 percent starch (corn is 80 percent starch). Bark
also has low resin a nd fiber content in co1ntrast to the bright, peeled r oot
which is often left.
A 150 pound hog-and most woods h ogs weigh less-needs 5 pounds
of forage per day, 4 of which s hould be high in carbohydrates. As root
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bark is one-half wate1·, 8 pounds of r·oughage per day, equal to 90 linear
feet of laterals, 130 lineat· feet of taproot, or the l'Oots of 210 seedlings
are essential f or sustenance (HopkinH, 1947). Ob,·iously, then, hogs must
be excluded from longleaf pine forest s in which trees are less than sapling size. Fencing is f1·equently essentiul.
Grazed Firebreaks and Rights -of-Way
Extensive areas in fit·e breaks and. rights-of-way can pay their way by
grazing which, at the same time, reduces the fire hazard. If closely grazed
most of the year, fuel is less flammable than on bumed breaks, and erosion is less likely than in plowed lane~s . lt has been s uggested that a herd
of hei fers ranging on a power line r ight-of-way from Florida to Chicago
would be old enough and fat e nough for slaughtt>r upon arrival. Old
enough is true, but whether fat enough would depend on forage quality
and quantity.
To improve forage, a general rule for fertilizi ng rights-of-way and
fi rebreaks is to apply 40 pounds pl'l' ac1·e per year each of phosphoric
acid (P.. O_) a nd potassium oxide (K .,O), 60 pounds per ncre of nit1·ogen,
and 1500 to 3000 pounds per acre of lime if needed for arljusting pH to
G o1· 6 (Suman, 1954) (Table 12). Nitrogen is applied shortly aftet· periods
TABLE 12. SEIWJNC AND FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS f-OR
PLANTS COMMONLY USED ON FIREBREAKS
(after Halls, Hughe~s, and Peevy, 1960).
llecommended Certilizer
Recommended

m ni ntena nce ratet4
ller ncre

Furol.!e plunts

--- --- -P, O,

N

----

--

K,o

secdinJt or
plantinJC rates
l>""r

ac re

--

I:Jound ~

Pound"

40
100
60
100
100
100
100
100

30
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

30
75
50
75
75
75
75
75

10
10
5
20
10
15
10
20

75
75
75
75

50
50
50
60

50
50
50
50

35
100
100
100

Summel' lcgumt>s:
Common lespedeza
Kobe lespedeza

0
0

40
40

50
50

20 lbs.
20 lbs.

Winle1· legumes :
White clover
Cri mson dover
Sub-clover
Ladino clo,·e1·

0
0
0
0

50
50
50
50

60
60
60
60

5
20
20
4

PounW,

Summer g t·asses:
Carpet
Coastal Bermuda
Common Bermuda
Dallis
Pangola
Pensacola Bahia
On· hard
Tall fescue
Winter g1·asses:
Ryegrass
Oats
Common •·ye
Abruzzi l'ye

--

lbs.
bu. sprigs
lbs.
lbs.
bu. sprigs
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
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of active growth, and in midwinter for cool season annuals, as well HS al
planting time. Thus, doses a1·e split 5:3:5:H for spring, s ummer, fall, and
winter applications. Phosphorus and potassium an• applied once in the fall.
1\\'0 plans have been recommended for preparing firebreaks (Halls,
Hughes, and Peevy, 1960):
1. Dis k, hanow or drag to level the land and allow 6 months lo a
year for woody material to decay and soi I to settl(.> on lo\\'-lying areas.
This also helps to achieve firm seedbeds which forage plants requ ire.

2. Bu1·n and fertilize, then eliminate bunch g1·ass induced by the!';(.>
treatments with close grazing for 2 to 3 years. Sod-forming grasses and
seed legumes such as white clover and lesp(~deza usually im·ade.

Vegeta tio n
In eithe1· plan, grasses palatable to c:attle, such as carpetgrass anti
Dallisgrass- both for summe1· forage-are Sl'edcd, or coastal Berm udagrass is sp1·igged. Dallisgt·ass resil"ts the spread of fi1·e, but it is restl'icted
to moist sites. Although coastal Bermuda;grass is very productive on a
wide variety of soils, endures drought, and uses fertilizer efficiently, it
retards fire poorly. No species is satisfaC'tory for reta1·ding fi1·e dul'ing
the period from mid-October to mid-No,·ember (Fig. 32).

J

A

M

J

J

A

s

0

SEASON OF GROWTH

Fig ure

3 2-l~ora~e

Si>ecies 11r0viding adequate ne w g1·owth for s atis factory
fire IHOiection exce111 mid-OCJtober to mid-Nove mber ( from
S uman, 1954) .
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On upland sandy soils in the Southeast, combinations of coastal Bermudagrass, annual lespedeza, any winter annual grass, crimson clover, or
adapted reseeding legumes arc satisfactory. On more moist sites, Dallisgrass, annual lespedezas, winter annual grasses, and white clover are
appropl'iate. In the western reaches of the region, carpetgrass replaces
coastal Bermudagrass in upland sites. In the North Carolina Coastal Plain,
Damsgrass, tall fescue and ladino cllover are suggested on moist sites,
while on similar soils in Florida, Pensacola Bahiagrass, annual lespedeza,
oats or r-ye, and white clover combinations a1·e appropriate (Halls, Hughes,
and Peavy, 1960). For the Coastal 'Plain in general, Halls and Suman
(1954) recommend white cJo,·er for protection from January to May, and
Dallisgrass from April until autumn frosts, applying 4 to 10 pounds of
seed per acre, respectively. Pa latability, attributes, and adaptability of
potential forage plants under conditions of drought, flooding, and fire ar·e
given in Table 13.
Grazing Capacit y
Fir·ebreaks and rights-of-way in1:ensively managed will carTy 1 cow
on 8~ to 1 acre, depending on the amount of fertilizer· used, the stand
of gt•ass obtained, rainfall, and the se:~son of the year ( Halls, H ughes, and
Pee\-y, 1960). Grazing should be t·educed when legumes are flowering and
seeding.
Game ) l anagemenl
No forests in easter·n North Am•erica are managed for game pl·oduction to the extent of longleaf pine types, and none affords more harmoniou!l
management practices fo1· timber and Jl~ame.
Wildlife enthusiasts are concerned about the effects of hardwood control on game, but chemicals and techniques now employed are inadequate
for killing all of the shrubs and treeH desirable for game in longleaf pine
forests. Of greater concc1·n are the vast a reas of unmet·chantable dense
pine and hardwood slands that are without understory plants for wildlife food and pt·otection. Where intensive site preparation over extensh·e
areas is practiced, perhaps % to 1!1 oJf the area should be left in untouched
strips for wildlife conservation. Ordinarily, however, as Heyward (1939)
emphasized, game food is adequate as 10 to 30 percent of the longleaf
pine fot·ests are in hardwood swamp•S, ponds and drainages.
Birds
Quail do well on cut-ovet· and forested longleaf pine sites. Goodt1lm
and Reid (1954) suggest less con'fiict of quail with longleaf pine silviculture than with agriculture because mechanized large-scale farming, with
reduced field border al'eas anci more improved pastures, has driven quail
from cultivated areas. Longleaf pine, oak, grass, legume, and shrub seeds
are good quail food. On pine and pine-hardwood sites in the Southeast,
one bird per 4 to 6 acres is good quail stocking. ln the westem patt of
the region, good stocking is one bird for 10 to 40 acres.
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Prescribed Fire
As longleaf pine is an infrequent seed producer and seeds from shr ubs
are insufficient in late winter, burning is prescl'ibed to reduce t he rough
and thereby encourage perennial legumes. 'rhe greater abundance of green
food following tire increa!';CS vitamin A nec•essary for production of healthy
birds.
As eal'ly as 1935, Stoddard recommended prescribed burning for
improving the habitat of quail and wild t;w·key. The fot·mer being weak
8Cratchers, are easily excluded ft·om food supplies by dense tangles of
wiregrass, broomsedge, or pine needles. Seeds, especially of perennial
legumes like pa1tridge pea, are smothered b:y mulching and unable to sprout.
Also, cotton rats thrive in CO\'er denser t:han that needed fot· quail protection, attl·acting partt;dge predators such as hawks, owls, skunks, foxes,
house cats, wild cats, and snakes. Quail require fot· roosting, nesting,
and feeding a ground covet· t ha t is open below, but which f umishes some
protection it·om winged enemies above.
To obtain t his habitat, fires are set in late winter. Burning after
J·apan clover and other ann ual legumes g1~rminate results in their eradication. Burning as early as in January is detrimental lo partridge peas,
for fire-scarified seed may germinate prematurely near the warm surface
of the blackened earth and be killed by later freezes. Burning after rains
and at njgbt when w·inds are still and the- relative humidity high is t·ecommended for initial fires in dense brush. Stoddat·d prefened s pot fires,
each "set" dying out with increasing ev1~ning dew. Spots ignited at a
time whlcb allows burning about % acre before dying can he set about
every 100 ya1·ds.
Fires in dense brush in the second atnd s ubsequent years after the
initial burn s hould be set later in the night as the rou g h, gt·owing out of
the previous yeus' s pots of the initial fire, burns with greater i ntensity
than 1-year cover. Fires die upon reaching the thinner cover of 1-year-old
rough. Summer fires are destructiYe as nests and young of ground-nesting
bit·<Ls, as well as food and covet·, are consumed.
Burning is prescl'ibed e\'ery 3 to 4 yem-s whet·e fruits are dwarf
varieties of blueberries ot· huckleberries on which turkey feed. Such s hrubs
a re not vigorous the yN1 t' of a bum, e\'en though occasional p111ning by
fi t•e is beneficial.
Gra zing and

PJow in ~

The control of g round cove1· density by livestock gt·azing is generally
adverse. according to Stoddat·d (1935), but is r ecommended in lespedeza
plantings by Goodrum and Reid (1954) . Reid (1954) noted that less than
:1 percent of an open range in Louisiana had quail food grazed by cattle.
Plowing to reduce rough; planting common and hicolot· lespedezas
ami partridge pea under pine canopies; and. fertilizing lespedeza, pat·tridge
pea, and beggars lice are suggested. Plowing and planting at 1 4 -mile inten ·als perpendicular to creeks, springs, and ponds where quail congregate encourage dispersal.
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TABLE 13. ATTRIBUTES AND ADAPTABILITY FOR PLANTS COMMONLY USED ON FIREBREAKS
(after Halls, Hughe s, and Peevy, 1960)
R es istance to-

F orag e plants

Summer grasses:
Carpet
Coastal Bermuda
Comm on Bermuda
Dallis
Pangola
Pensacola Bahia
Orchard
Tall fescue
Winter grasses:
Ryegrass
Oats
Common rye
Abruzzi rye
Summer legumes:
Common lespedeza
Kobe lespedeza
Winter legumes:
White clover
Crimson clover
Sub-clover
Ladino clover

.

P a latability
ra ting

Coml)at ibility
rating

Drought

F looding

Abili ty to
1·e ta.rd fire
in g ro win g
season

Soi I moisture
condi t ion to
which s pecies
are adap ted

Good
Excellent
Good
Excellent
Good
Good
Good
Fair

Fair
Good
Good
Excellent
Good
Fair
Good
Good

Fair
Excell ent
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Fair
Good

Good
Poor
Poor
Good
Fair
Good
Fair
Good

F air
Poor
Poor
Good
Poor
Fair
Fair
Fair

Moist
Moderate-dry
Moderate-dry
Moist
Moist-dry
Moist-dry
Moist
Moist

Excellent
Excellent
Good
Good

Fair
Good
Good
Good

Poor
Fair
F a ir
Fair

Fair
Poor
Poor
Poor

Ex cellent
Ex cell ent
Excellent
Ex cellent

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Good
Good

Good
Fair

Fair
Fair

Poor
Poor

F air
Fail:

Moder a te
Moder a te

Excell ent
Excell ent
Excellent
Excellent

Excell ent
Good
Fair
Excellent

Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair

Good
Poor
Fajr
Good

E xcellent
Excell ent
l!;xcellent
Excellent

Moist
Moderate
Moist
Moist
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Deer
Deer populations in lo ngleaf pine foll·ests are increasing rapidly due
to law enlorcemen t and the establishment on industrial forest lands of
hunting clubs with exclusive 1·ights. Production of deer is Jimjted by the
quality of the forest range, and many tech niques, such as burning, that
improve cattle forage may be beneficial to deer. Lay (1957), however, noted
no effect of prescribed burning upon fora.g e quali ty, but understory trees
and shrubs were destroyed and, with them, theiJ· mast.
About 80 woody species of bt·owse pla.nts are a\' ailable to deer i11 longleaf pine forests, half of which are starvation forage. Evergreen or semievergreen hardwoods and vi nes are prefe1Ted, while pines are b1·owsed on
severely overstocked range. High choice deer foods are greenbrier, laurel leaf, sawbrier, fringetree, white titi, big gallberry, yaupon, Virginia wHlow, tupelo gum, rough-leaf dogwood, ratttan, black titi, strawbe1·ry bush,
yellow-poplar, and sassafras (Goodrum and Reid, 1958) . Greenbrier is
an especially good indicator plant: where plants are small, overbrowsing
has been severe.
Browsing is sometimes expressed by percent of leaves and stems consumed. Some plants tolerate 50 percent of leaves and stems browsed, others
only 30 perecnt, the average being 40 percent. To make an appraisal of
deer browse, list the high choice plants present and estimate the percent
b1·owsed on about 30 specimens of each :high choice species. Then, if 40
percent of the t ips of current season's twigs are taken or. about 25 percent of the high choice browse species, overstocking is imminent. When
a highly palatable plant present in signifi1;ant abundance, say a frequency
of occm•rence of 3 percent or more, is moderately browsed, the range has
reached its carrying capacity and the he't•d must be reduced. Where the
area has a long history of deer occupanc:r. however, preferred plants are
already depleted. Fawn production dt·ops and carrying capacity is exceeded
when about one-half of the high choice species show overbrowsing.
Woody browse drops sharply in nutdent content in winter up to 50
percent for the best fot·age. Nutrition, clQsely associated with succulence,
is lughest in spdng. FaU and winter food, sttch as acorns and other mast,
are generally needed; but normally there is no shortage of forage food
in spring.
The maximum average canying cap~tcity for longleaf pine lands is
estimated at 1 deer per 26 acres by Goodt,um and Reid (1958).
Naval S tores
Thjrty years ago longleaf pine was almost as important as slush pine
in gum naval stores p1·oduction, but the rapid receding of oleoresin markets to the north Florida-south Georgia are•as has favored slash pine. Longleaf pine yields are about 50 banels per "crop" of 10,000 faces mot·e than
for shtsh pine on identical sites, but this is rarely observed because longleaf pines usually occur on poorer sites (Schopmeyer and Larson, 1955).
L ongleai pine resin js not as viscous as 1~hat of slash pine, yet response
to sulfuric acid treatment is more rapid than for slash pine.
In the naval stores area, Schopmeyer and Lat·son (1955) believe gum
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naval stores ope1-ations should be in•cluded in any management plan for
maximum income. Gum yields are dHpendent upon tree vigor and crown
size: large fast growing stems with big crowns have highest yields. On
poor sites, where yields from t1•ees :tess than 10 inches dbh are too low
to be profitable, each increase in dbh of 1 inch increases gum yields by
27 barrels per crop. Similarly, increases of 0.01 inch in average width of
annual rings in the last inch of radial growth increase gum yields by 11
barrels per crop for trees \vith ring widths of 0.05 to 0.125 inch and with
dbh between 9 and 14 inches. Each increase of 10 percent in the crown
length:total height ratio improves yields by 38 banels per crop (Schopmeyer and Larson, 1954). Longleaf pine gum yields for all s ites are derived from any of the equations:
y = - 88.37 + 25 ..64d
Y=-223.2
25.13d
366.7c
Y=-190.1 + 26.•66d + 1163 r
where Y = gum yield, per crop of 10,000 faces,
d =dbh,
c =crown length ratio
total l1eight
'
and r =ring wiclth (Schopmeyer and Larson, 1955) .1

+

+

Jence, where crowns are less than 40 percent and radial growth is more
than 12 rings for the last inch, the minimum diameter must be 11 inches
for meeting the break-even point of 8.7 pounds of gum per yea1· per
tree. If the crown ratio is less than 40 percent and diameter g1·owth is
slower than 12 rings for the last inch, thinning from below prior to naval
stores chipping is prescribed.
Gum-yield capacity is probably inherited. Production from 17-yearold progeny of above average mother trees was significantl y higher than
yields from progeny from a below average female parent (Mergen, 1953).
Dry face of naval stores pines occurs on longleaf. Chipping should
be disconti nued and t he trees observHd for subsequent insect and disease
damage, if not promptly harvested. l Jnterestingly, t01·pentining is reported
to increase the proportionate volume of heartwood in longleaf pine by 5
to 10 percent (Demmon, 1936).
Prescribed But·ning
Fires were often set in longleaf pine forests by aborigines to corral
game, and until recent decades, it is improbable that 10 percent of the
type escaped burning for periods longer than 4 years. Now, fires are J)rescribed for hazard reduction, brown spot needle blight control, seedbed
preparation, forage improvement, and undesil·able b1·ush control. Generally
fires in this type do not ct·own due t;o the open natme of the stand and
the absence of heavy underbrush. Haz:ard reduction bu1·ns are recom)nended
at intervals of 3 to 5 years. Fires for other purposes are discussed in a.ppropriate sections.
1 Schopmeyer and Larson ( ~964) present gum yield tables for two site index ciMsifientions.
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E ffects of F ire
On Soil
Chemical Pro pert ies
Soils of the Coastal Plain supporting coniferous forests are mostly
red and yellow podzolized or lateritic types developed w1de1· pine-hardwood
forests. Strongly acid, t hey are low in available calcium, phosphorus, p otassium, and nitt•ogen. Occasional burning may be slightly beneficial in
temporarily increas ing nitrogen and exc:hangeable cations, the ratio of
nitrogen in bu rned and unbw·ned soils being 1.5 :1. Ash, protein, crude fat,
calcium, and phosphorus are also favored by bur·ning (Green, 1935; Heyward and Barnette, 1934) . After 8 years of fire exclusion, organic matter
to a depth of 6 inches in the soil was appreciably increased by a ratio of
1.6:1, possibly due to the greater growth of grass and legu mes and natural decay of plant roots. For instance, the abundance of little a nd slender
bluestems was doubled by fire exclusion (Greene, 1935).
Where soil organic· matter is not des;tr oyed by fire, bacterial growth
improves. H owevc•·, bacteria then hasten d ecay of organic matter and use
nit1·ogen, which may ha,·e been liberated to the atmosphere by the hea t
of the fire, to the det1·iment of higher J>lants . Ammoniacal nitrogen generall y
is not released until temperature exceed!~ 212" F, which is rare even at
the 1 • -inch soil de pth. Ot·ganic matter andl nitrogen were reported s light ly
less on unburned at·eas by Wahlenberg (1935, 1937), poss ibly because of
fewe1· legumes than on burned areas. Pa·oduction of charcoal, 1·equiring
350 F soil tempe1·atures that a re 1·arely reached even in t he hottest wildfiles, makes organic matter resistant to decay. Afte1· bUl'J1ing sweetgum,
yaupon, and waxmyrtle in windrows on ]Jtoorly dra ined silt loam soils of
Louis iana, height growth (of loblolly pine) was s ig nificantly greater than
for unburned areas at the end of the third! y<'aJ·: 10 vs. 5 feet. Apparently
buming resulted in susta ined increases in phosphot1ls, potassium, calciwn,
and magnesium for severa l years and soils no1·mally acid became a lkaline
(Appleq uist, 1960) (Table 14).
TABLE 14. A VAl LABLE NUTRit;NTS J[N THE SOIL (ppm) AND pH
UNDER BURNED HARDWOOD WINDROWS AND UNBURNED
AREAS "V1THIN A YEA.H OF BURNING
(after Applequist, 1960).
Burnt'<.!

NoL hu..ncd

Phosphot1ls
Potassium
Calcium

211
405
5400

7
69
216

~lagnesiu m

438

74

pH

7.5

5.5

Biologica I Prope rties
About fi,·e times as many fot·ms of microfauna are found in the unburned gt·ound cover of longleaf pine sites thun in bw·ned areas characterized by herbaceous cover and without F and H layers. The top 2 inches
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of soil have 11 times more mict·ofauna, 93 percent of which are mites, and
many more earthworms in the unbur1ned condition ( Heywm·d and Tissot,
1936; Heyward and Barnette, 1936).
Ants are the principal fauna, except for crayfish on poorly drained
sites. As fauna makes the soil poro~ts by forming holes and tunnels, it
improves root penetration, walet· perc:olat.ion, anr! soil aeration (Fig. 33).
Cotton rats move from bumed to unlbumed fields while oldfield mice and

Fig ure 33-Holes of s mall animals 1unde•· liltet· in a longleaf forest unburned for 11 years ( Heyward and Tissot, 1936; US'FS &>holo) .
Florida dee1· mice remain. Otherwise Arata (1959) obset·ved no appreciable effect of burning upon mammal populations.
Briers and annual weeds inct·ease in burned areas. Neither sur,-ival,
Oroncwtinm infection, nor tip moth irtfestation varied significantly between
cleared areas and s ites where hardwood s lash was bui'Tted (Applequist,
1960).
Physica l Pt•opet'ties
Frequent fires destroy the L, F', and H layers, though the latter i ~
seldom present in measurable depth. The A1 becomes compact with massi\'e
structure and attains a vol ume wei j~ht as gt·eat as 1.6. Heyward (1937)
described the humus of areas frequen1tly burned a!\ more like prairie grassland than forest.
Physical properties are genet·ally 1·eported to be unfavorably affected
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by frequent burning (Heyward, 193(); Campbell, 1955) . Exclusion of fires
for 7 years in southwestem Mississippi tncrt'ased porousness of s ut·face
soil, raised pH as much as 1h unit, reduced spring temperatures to a
depth of 3 inches by as much as 6 F , and lowered bacteria ])Opulations
(Wahlen berg, 1935, 1937).
Tempemtures just below the soil surface during burning reach 150
to 175°F for only 2 to 4 minutes, as th•e chief fuel is grass in which
~··eat d1·afts at·e only rarely created and in which heads infrequently
<le,·elop. Q,•er a 30-day period following fire slight inct·eases in soil temperatures occur at depths of 1 inch, the a~·eragc soil temperature maxima
in the uppe r a inches being 5% ° F hig her •Oil Wi11ter-burned t han unbumed
areas (Greene, 1935). Fires in fuel of dlt·op!;eed or rush gt·ass, a shot·t
gt-as;; forming dense. well-aerated mats ullJdet· gallberry bu:>-hes, raise soil
tC>mperatures more than in poorly aerated old roughs.
Soil moisture and texture may influe:nce lhe effect upon the soil of
t>rescribed ()Uming. Thet·mal conducLivity, for iustance, increases with soil
moisture as water is a bette•· conductor than air; and coarse-textm·ed soils
are slightly better heat conductors tha n fine-textured silts and clays berause less heat is transfened per unit volume (ITeyward, 1938).
Jniilt ration may be t·etarded mat·ked l J~' at first, small dams less than
1 inch high Inter forming when rain wa te1· rolls over the den uded soil
surface, and floating bits of organic matter or cha1·coal come to rest against
~. stationary object such as a clump of grass, a stone, or a protluding root.
These minu te dams discourage furthet· surface movement of water and
result in the formation of a series of sma ll tenaces on their uphill s ides.
Such dams and terraces occur even on colltrse soils.
When burning in windtows, Bermuda ancl carpetgrass cover is l"ecluced, probably releasing soil moisture for tree growth. Perhaps soil aeration is impt·oved, as t he best soil is conce,nt ratcd in the bu1·ned plots due
lo buUdozing of s urface soil wHh logging :slash into the windrows (AppleQUISt, 1960).
On the Forest
Seedlings
Longleaf pine seedlings are highly re~:;islant to fire injury after their
first year and until height growth begins, as the large buds are shielded
from the heat by a sheath of needles. Bud protection by the rosette of
needles is demonstrated by letting fit·c :sweep over seedlings on which
cigarette papers have been 'napped arouud buds. Needles will be burned
to l-inch stubs, leavin~ the papers unscor<:hed. By this means small areas
are tested for burning conditions just prim· to igniting prescribed fit·es.
Maximum mortality occurs when stems are 1 to H~ feet tall, while
those more than 3 feet are not injut'ed appreciably. When a Louis iana
stand was burned with a hot afternoon fire having flam es up to 10 feet
high and avemging !1 feet, no injut·y occurred to grass-stage seedlings.
J"ifty percent of those between lh foot and :3 feet tall were killed, but
only 25 pet·cent of those between 6 and 12 feet. No damage occulTed to
saplings over 20 feet tall and 2% inches dbh (Chapman, 1947). Bul'lling
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s hould be postponed if 250 to 500 st!edlings are out of the gtass until
a satisfactodly stocked stand, of perhaps 700 ste ms pet· acre, is above
5 feet, in height.
Sunrival of yearlings is closely related to ,:rround line (1·oot-collar)
diameter·. Virtually all those over 0.2 inch sun·ive, two-thi rds of those
between 0.15 and 0.2 inch, otte-third of those between 0.1 and 0.15 inch,
and none of those under 0.05 inch (Bruce, 1951). For seedlings of
any age, better· survival is expected on 1-year· thatt on oldet· roughs,
because of the greater heat intensity of accumulated fuel. Bruce reported that pr·escribed bUl·ning 4-yem-old gr·ass-stage longleaf pine did
not a ffect survival. Because backfire s in spring a nd autunul are up to
lOO' F hotter than headfires next to the ground in grass fuel, about GO
percent of 3-year-olcl seedlings 0.2 a.ncl 0.3 inch in diameter at the rout
collat· were kHied when lh·es were backed through a f oot-deep needle an<l
grass rough. Only half this many w ere killed under headfire conditions.
Pine litter makes hotter tires than grass 1·ough; t herefore, seedlings und E.>r
seed trees and crowns of fores t walls may s ufi'er heavy mortality. As
buds of longleaf pine seedlings in sunlight may have temperatures of
llO"F when the air temperature is ~JO F (SEFES, 1950a), they are a ble
to withstand only an additional 50 •F rise to the l40°F lethal point . On
cold days, in contrast, a rise of 100° F may not serious ly injure buds.
Beyond

eedlin,:r Stage

Areas burned annually for several decades have lost 5 year·s' heighl
growth due to defoliation. This is equal to a site productivity reduction
from SI 80 to 75. Subsequent proteC'tion stimulates height growth significantly. Annual burning may s ligh1:1y depreciate basal area growth of
pole-s ize stands (MacKinney, 1934), but this is unlikely. In fact, understocked stands r-educed by fire haYe an amazing ability to utilize growing s pace and thus appl'oach full stocking. Chapman (1957) reported on
the 40-year effects of a single s umrner fire on 4-year-old trees in which
basal a1-ea increased ft·om 36 at age 20 to 146 squat-e feet per acre at.
age 40.
Aiter trees are 10 feet tall , evE!n annual burning was not found destructive. By age 33, B•·uce (1947) noted only 22 cords of wood had been
produced in annually burned stands though, by that time, annual growth
was exceecling 2 cords per acre. Hegardless of fire intensity, milacres
stocked with more than 11 seedlingB before burning were still stocked 6
years later. Those with 1 to 4 seedlings had greater stocking 6 years
later on younger than older roughs,, a nd mo1·e on burned than unburned
sites. Severe hardwood competition caused heavy losses under al l intensities of fire (Bruce and Bickford, 1950).
Fit·e sufficie ntly severe to defoliate 50 pet·ccnt or more of the crown
decreases stem taper of longleaf piJne tr·ees because diAmeter· g rowth the
following season is r educed, but not uniformly over the stem. Maximum
reduction takes place at breast hei~rht and below, whereas there is Jitllc
effect higher (Stone, 1944) . t HowE!ver, annual burning has resulted in
1 A probable exception wus noted b>· J"milj()n
0!1~3) (or tht' Sou th ~rn Appalach!Hn~
where. t8 yeat'll llfter a wildfire that scorched wholl' crowM. <linmett>r l(rowth oC pines waa
not Affl'<'ted.
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hu·ge1· ground diamete1·s to the extent that s lightly buttres!;ed tTunks developed (Anderson and Balthis, 1944). Though not important in wood
volume determinations, bark thickness has been t'Cduced 0.05 inch by
fou1· annual tires. Tree size did not influence the amount of loss (Wahlenberg, 1936). Although the insulating facility of bark serYes to protect
cambium from injury, heat transfer is prolbably related to density, moisi uJ·e content, and other properties, as well ~~s to bark thickness (see SpalL
and Reifsnyder, 1962). The time required for cambium lo reach a lethal
140 F increases logarithmically with bark thickness up to about 1 z inch
for longleaf pine. The cambium of some ha~·dwoods can be heated to 140 •F
much faster than thai of southern pines, probably accounting for the
gt·eater resistance of conifers to tire injury (SEFES, 1960) (Fig. 31). (A
recent study indicates the individual phloem parenchyma and cambium cells
of longleaf pine al'e killed between 1L8 and 122° F (Hare, 1965).) Even if
~corching is less than 16 inches high, fires bum deep depressions in harkan indication of prolonged high tcmperatu.res at the g:round line where
fuel accumulates around trees. This occut·s although trees look healthy
6 months after burning (Ferguson, Gibbs, and Thatcher. 1960).
Other Effects
Longleaf pine roots are about as resi:;tant to fire damage as aboveground parts of tt'Ces, but if the shoot:root; ratio is increased by fire, they
:;oon develop new feeders in the top few inches of soil (Heyward, 1934).
Annual burning is likely lo result in pure longleaf pine forests with
a few small blackjack oaks and a grass floot· of pinehill bluestem grass.
Unburned sites, once well-stocked with longleaf pine seedlings, will be
invaded by shorileaf and loblolly pines, southern I'Cd oak, black cherry,
blackgum, sweetgum, dogwood, holly, and mumerous bt·ush species, but by
little grass.
Germination of seeds from tire scorched trees is poorer thnn from
unbw·ned stems. About 50 percent of iho:se from the upper half of the
c1·owns which J'etain green foliage are \;:1ble, 20 percent of those from
scurched lowe r halves, and only 16 percent from trees killed by fires
(;\!eyer, 1955).
Seedbeds
P1·escribed buming is important for seedbed preparation, as suggested
in 1849 by Lyell, in 1888 by Long, and in 1911 by Harpet·. A burned or
plowed soil is the best bed, as radicals not i n contact with mineral soil
dt·y up soon aitet· germination. BroomsedgEl and 2 or 3 years' accumulation
of pine straw completely exclude gerrnil'tation. If seeds are abundant,
ft·esh bu1·ns are probably as good as l-ye:ar 1·oughs, resulting in stocking
which is likely to exceed 90 percent (B1·uce and Bickford, 1950). ~·het'C older
roughs attain good eat·ly stocking, heavy mortality accompanies summer
ch·oughLs (BtUce, 1949).
Natural seedling catch due to burning, in south Alabama. equals one
percent of the cost of planting, acco1·din,g to Morriss and ~!ills (1948).
Bums in the late summer and autumn before seedfall (which should have
been set during the previous winter) rcsult.ed in an a\·erage catch of 13,200
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F igure 34-Time requir·ed for cambium to reach lethal tempe1·atu re (140° F)
upon heating of outer bark (after SEFES, 1960).
seedlings per acre. Seventy-thl'ee p•erccnt of the 26,000 acres prescribed
burned had ove1· 4,000 stems per a.cre, the minimum satisfactory catch.
Thls minimum occurred only \Yithin 1 1 2 chains of seed trees, of which there
were about 2 per acre.
Stocking following burning is likely to be poor in small depressions in
wet flatwoods. These wet sites, for which sundew is a reliable indicator,
may be conveniently filled in by tl~ansplanting excess stock from around
stand edges.
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Bruce (1950) showed that the absence of competing gmss roots in
freshly burned areas, t-ather than a fe1·tilizjng or mulching effect of ashes,
stimulated early growth of longleaf pine seEldlings. Heavy deposits of ash,
however, proltibit the penetration or radicles to soil (Gemmer, 1\Iaki, and
Chapman, 1940).
Burning Technique;;
Head- vs. Backfires
Backing fires consume mot·e dead fuel than fires that t'Un with the
wind in the Coastal Plain. 'fhe reverse is true for live fuel reduction. Initial
but·ns in heavy fuel types must be restricu~d to backfiring, but follow-up
bums use headfu·es with more lasting green f uel reductions. Hough (1965)
t·epo1·ted live vegetative regrowth, 1 year after a single winter burn, was
approximately 55 pe1·cenl and 70 percent of the dry weight bl.'fore burning
!o•· palmetto and gallberry, respectively. Silltce vegetative J·eg1·owth following a single winter backfhe in palmetto-g.allbeny fuel typrs is so prolific that live fuel weights and vol umes may actually exceed original values
within 2 or 3 years, repeat bums need to be made befo1·e the vegetath·e
material reaches this stage. Palmetto and gallberry regrowth is retarded
most effectively when rebuming is possible •.IUl;ng the fi•·st autumn following winter backfires.
I n the Atlantic Coastal Plain, Hills (.L957) recommends burning on
the downward side or an a•·ea with checke-.rboat·d ot· spol fi•·es in stands
ovet· 20 years old with 2- to 3-year roughs. Wind should be between 3 and
5 miles pet· hour and the temperature about 60° F. A series of fit·es set in
lines parallel to the base line on the dow111wind side enables the fires to
compete for space and fuel, both of which are consumed before stands are
damaged. A clean burn •·esults. In strip fi1·e1S, wl,ere a solid line parallel to
the base line is fired, intensity can be contli'olled by varying distances between lines in proportion to the amount oJ[ fuel and size and density of
bt'Ush.
Flanking is good for hardwood conb·ol burns, burning faster and cleaner
than a backing fil-e. Fires are set in the shape of a right triangle, the
base of which is downwind.
Fast fil-es t'Unning with the wind pass too quickly to raise soil and
ground level temperatures app1·eciably. Ternpet·atuJ-e rises rapidly as fi1·e
moves into grass-stage seedlings, is held for a few minutes. anti then
ch·ops slowly. It remains high Cor relatively long periods of time on the
leeward sides of poles and sawtimber trees in fires running with t he wind,
as indicated by the greawr amount and the higher level of scorch on that
side. Tempet-atut-es or fi1·es burning with the wind in gallbeny and matted
gt·ass are lower than when burned against the wind (Heyward, 1938)
(Fig. 35).
In a 2-yea1·-old grass ••ough 10 to 12 in~hes deep, backfires wet-e found
considerably hotter near the ground than 'beadfit-es by 84 to t:J8° F. Just
above the fue l, headfircs may be warmer. Combustion apparently takes place
in the fuel layer for the slowet·-moving fires, while for headfires it may
occur at several feet above the gt·ound whet-e gases distilled from the surface fuel laye1·s ue oxidized (Byl'am and Lindenmuth, 1948). navis and
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Fig ure 35-Tem}Je ratures of fi res buming with and against t he wind in
gallberry bus hes and gr~LSS (after Heywa rd, 1938).
Martin (1960) ascertained much hi g her temperatures with a headfu·e in
gallberry-palmetto roughs 1 foot above t he ground, but these high te mperatures fell off abiUptly after about 1% min utes. Bruce (1954a) states that
in grass fu·es, the most intense heat is 1h foot above the ground.
Season
While growiJ1g season fires fmq uently do serious damage, summer
fires may be beneficial where it is necessary to red uce t he number of seedllilgs to avoid stagnation. Almost half of a stand of 60,000 seedlings per
ac1·e were culled out by a summer evening (after 6 p .m., when f uel was
moist) backfire of ligh t intensity on :a fi ne sanely loam soil in southern Mississippi. Headfires, though set in ea1l'ly afternoon, ki lled less trees (Bruce,
1951).
From July to October, only half of the work days are suitable for prescribed burns, but this is a higher percentage t ha n in winter. Fires should
be set along interior l ines 40 chains apart beginning at 9 a .m. Lines back
nicely until 6 p.m. and then usually can be left unmanned until morning.
Summer and autumn fires should be set withi n 3 days of a rai n of
inch
or more and with a steady wind of % to 6 miles per hour . This is slightly
less than wind speeds r equired for winter burning, but s ummer winds
change directions f requently and, thus, are more risky. Ar eas bumed in
August will have two-thiuls of a year's rough by time of seedfall, and this
may reduce stocking slightly.
For the Coastal Plain of South Carolina, Georgia, ancl northern Florida :
1. during the winter burniJlg season (December throug h March),
westerly winds are more persistent t han easterly winds.
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2. in early autumn (September and October), not·theasterly winds
are most persistent, while November is a transitional month between
t'he early autumn and winte•· regimes.
3. winds in other months are much leBs consistent and in many areas
favo t·able winds are so t·at·e in the warmer months that. burning is
extremely difficult (SEFJ::S, 1960).
Plant l\loisture Contents
The amount of moisture in plants is directly related to the kill
obtained by prescribed fires. The amount of moisture may vary, as
is demonstrated with gallberry shrubs in which moisture content fluctuations are related to new leaf growth in the spring. Peak moisture contents then average 111 percent. No significant diiferences occu•· between
summer, fall, and winter periods when foliar moisture is about 100
percent. Wu·egrass moisture content, in contrast, averages 60 percent
t hroughout the year and does not fluctuate significantly.
Sampling for vegetative moisture is involved uecause of within- and
between-tree variation. The moisture content of new growth in an 8-yearold slash pine plantation on a uniform site was invariably higher than in
matured tissues-60 percent for twigs and 30 percent fot· needles, although crown position (upper, middle, or lower) did not significantly
affect the moisture content of needles. Phloem (inner bark) moisture
contents for the four major southern pines ranged f•·om 144 to 300 percent, whereas those for sweetgum and gJreen ash averaged between 60
and 135 percent of dry weight (SEFES, 1960).
Da mage Estimates
As salvage following fire ca nnot be dt~layed due to t he risk of bark
beetle, ambrosia beetle, and wood borer al,tacks, techniques fo•· identifying trees which will probably recover h;ave been developed. l\lot-tality
inct-eases with increasing amounts of cro\\·n browning (expressed in percent of crown length) fo t· all diameter classes up to 15 inches. For
equal crown browning, mo1-tality decreases linearly with increasing diameter, but with equal crown consumption, tree size has no statisticall)•
significant relation to mot1.ality in the 4- to 12-inch dbh t·ange (Table 15).
TABLE 15. ~10RTALlTY UY DIAMETER CLASSES FOLLOWING
A WI NTER FIRE (after Storey· and Merkel, 1960).
D.lo.h

Long leaf

4-6
7- 9
10-t2

28
22
21

Longlenf nod s lash

Slush

-

-

-

-

-

Pere.,nt -

-

31
28

30

17

21

24

Trees with less than 70 percent of their cro\\·ns browned seldom die
ii they are over 5 feet tall (McCulley, 1960; Ferguson, 1955; Storey and
Merkel, 1960).
Summer fires are more damaging than winter fires, but wa1111
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weather in winter reduces resistance to injury. Winter fires often brown
foliage of saw-log size trees if air temperatures exceed 45"F and fuel
is abundant. Where needles are up to 50 percent consumed, severe damage may be incurred; and according to Storey and )1.erkel (1960), 87
percent of the trees may die where 50 to 100 percent of the needles
are consumed. Because browning of all needles may not kill trees, this
criterion alone is ineffective for p•redicting wintet· fire mortality. The
amount of crown consumed is related to the amount of needles browned,
and both are related to bud and cambium injury. Only a very tall tree
could ha,·e g reen needles at the top and the crown consumed at its base
(Fig. 36}.

I

Fi gure 36-TYI>es of crown and s te m damage. l n fi gure a t ri ght, t he stem
cha r line is hig her than the crown cons umption line. The tree
on the lef t would live. t he one on t he ri g ht, i n all probabilit y,
would d ie (from Storey and :.\let·ke l, 1960).
Storey and Merkel believe bark char more useful than crown damage
for indicating risk. Char is readily discernible; independent of tree size
and crown length; and is a single criterion, in contrast to needle browning
and consumption (Table 16).
TABLE 16.
Stem

damag~

Perc~nt

clnss

char

Heav-y (81-100)
Medium (61-80)
Moderate ( 41-60)
Light (0-40 )

MORTALITY B:Y STEi\1 DAMAGE CLASSES
(after Storey and Merkel, 1960).
Long lt'11f

Sla• h

P ercen t

l'eroent

P e rcent

88
53
9
0

88

88
39

24
13
0

Longlea1 and s iiU!h

11

0
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Yet, crown consumption is directly r elatoed to the height of bark chru:,
although generally not occurring to the ]height of the char line. Higher
toemperatm·es are required to consume green needles than to char dry
pine bark.
Lethal toemperature for needles, although variable, is about 140°F.
Pine foliage is consumed at 350°F (Sto:rey and Merkel, 1960). Lethal
toemperature, fire intensity, initial vegetaltion temperatures, and time of
exposure to heat detoerrnine the extent of injury to tl·ees. For instance,
needles of pines (lobloll y, longleaf, slash, and pitch) are killed when immersed in water at 146°F for 3 seconds. At 138 degrees, 31 seconds are
necessary, and over a minutoe at 134°F., Nelson (1952) suggests t hat
higher air temperatures are probably required to kill tissues and resistance to injury is greater in dry than in moist air, due to the cooling
effect of transpiration.
Destructive Agents
Insects
Altho~h wildfire, woods' hogs, and brown spot needle blight are
the most destructive agents of longleaf pine, several insects are damaging.
In some localities, black ants and leaf-cutting town ants destroy sprouting
seeds and seedlings. Black tut·pentine, southern pine,! and Ips engt·aver
beetles cause serious damage. The Nantucket pine tip mothl does not
attack longleaf pine; the resistance of sla:sh and longleaf pines to attack
by tip moths may be J·elatoed to the inai.Jilil~ of the larvae to bring about
a rapid CJ-ystallization of the oleoresins ~·f these species (Yates, 1962).
Crickets c]jp juvenile needles near· t he gro·und line, but seedlings a1·e seldom killed (Russell, 1958) .

Disease
Fusiform canker caused by C?'01W?"tiRtm /ttsi[o?'me is negligible on
longleaf pine, al though rapid growth and localized high humidity may
contribute to occasional high infection, most of which occurs during the
first 7 years and in open stands. The canke1· associated with Atro?Jelli'<
tingen.~, principally on branches, is also l>f negligible im}>ortance, probably because the long needle sheath e.xeludes excessive wate1· at the
point of infection, in contrast to the sheath of the susceptible slash pine
(Diller, 1943). Pitch canker, caused by Fusarium late·ritium f. 1>ini, may
kill stems smaller than 5 inches dbh, although larger trees are seldom
girdled (Ben7 and Hepti11g, 1959). The needle cast f ungi H1Jpodenna
hedgcackii and Hophodenni1tm pine.st1·i attack longleaf pines. Root rot
caused by Fomes annosus is of increasing eoncern.
Brown Spot Needle Blight
Brow11 spot needle blight, caused by Sci?"'·hia c~cicolct, red uces grassstage seedling gro\vth. Control is necessall·y as infected trees otherwise
remain in the grass-stage for pe1iods exceeding 10 years, and many die.
1These inseets and their contavl Rre discussed in• Silvicalt11re of Slwrtlcaf Pi11c

series).
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While the disease occurs wherever l ongleaf pines grow, its :freque11cy is as much as 20 times greater on unburned than on burned
sites (Siggers, 1934). It is less ser-ious on the Atlantic Coastal Plain
than further west (Siggers, 1934), and its occurrence on seedlings in
the South Caroli na Fall Line is att•·ibuted solely to nursery stocl< inoculation. Chapman (1948) reported the disease rare prior to 1913. The
amount of disease is influenced by climate, seedHng density, shading of
foliage, height of foliage above ground, and season of the year. The
presence of an overstory may inhiibit the development of the disease
(Boyer, 1963) .
Straw-yellow spots form on needles at first, and these later change
to light brow11, often with darker brown borders or, after cool weather
sets in, dark purple borders. Spots ~ inch long run together to form
oblong areas of diseased tissue. After needles rlie, the diseased areas are
embossed above t he level of the remainder of the needle. Three successive annual defoliations are usually necessa.ry to ldll seedlings (Derr,
1957). Defoliatio11 does not occur nor is growth retarded after conical
buds a11pear and the main axis e longates. Increasing immunity with
growth may be due to the greater height to which rain splash must
carry infecting spores, rather than to the physiology or morphology
withil1 the plant.
Sexual ascospores of S. cwicola, which mature within 2 to 3 months
after infected needle tissues die, :u·e wind-borne and spread the infection great distances at all seaso1ns of the year. Asexual spores, the
conidia, are exuded in gelatinous ma,sses that are washed or splashed by
rain, causing infection near tips of young elongating neeclles in the
spring. Conidia on needles at higher levels are washed to lower needles
and passed into the soil when needles are dropped. Secondary conidial
infections are produced by 1\IIay and needles begin to die in June (Lightle,
1960) .
Webster (1930) observed that badly diseased trees from a nursery
were planted \vith good success. Perhaps the needle tissue killed by the
disease reduced transpiration and therefore permitted good survival.
There is evidence, yet unproven, o·f disease-resistant strains (Lightle,
1960).
Damage Estimat ion

Tn estimating damage, the needles already killed must be included.
These may remain in place, suppOll'ted by surrounding vegetation, but
sometimes fall off the stem. Siggers (1934) sampled for an estimate
100 seedlings which had started height growth sufficiently to lift foliage
above sunounding grass, as these 1;eedlings usually suffer the greatest
proportionate amount of infection. Since season of defoliation affects growth
-November worst, February leas~:stimates of brown spot need to take
into account how long neeclles have bee:n dead as well as the proportion dead.
Premature shedding, color, needle sha.p e distortion, and brittleness of dead
tissue aids judgment.
In the absence of disease or tire, longleaf pine seecllings retain needles
for a minimum of 17 months-from April to August. FoHage in the
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second season may be partially shed and occasionally entil·ely gone by
the end of November.
Control
Chemical
Bordeaux mixture ( 4 pounds copper 1sul rate, 4 pounds hydrated lime,
and 50 gallons of water) and Fe1·bam at"e effective fungicides. Spreaderstickers, such as calcium caseinate or raw linseed oil, should be added
to the solution. One or t.wo sprays during each of the first 2 years after
seed germination or })lantil1g enable undelayed height g1·owth initiation,
but control is not complete. Derr ( 1957) recommends additional treat-

Figure 37-Untreated ( row with ax handle) and Bordeaux-treated (on
either side) longlea f pine seedllings infected with bt·own s pot
11eedle blight ( Del'l', 1957; USF1S t>hoto) .
ments in the third and fourth years ( Fig·s. 37 and 38). Needles should
be thoroughly wetted at each treatment. Four-year-old Bordeau.x-treated
t1·ees were 11 feet tall and untreated ones only 2 feet tall (Siggers, 1934).
F ire
In Louisiana, tire exclusion inc1·eased brown spot needle blight to
such an extent that seedling stands were wiped out; and where sanitation
burning was delayed, trees were 10 years lo.nger producing sawlogs (Chapman, 1943). Howevet·, thet·e is a paradox on burning grass-stage seedlings:
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Figure 38-While in the ~.rrass-sta ge, these trees we re SJH·aycd wit h Bot·deaux to control brown s pot needle bl ight. Now, at ag-e 7, they
are nearly 10 feet tall ( Den, 1957; USFS photo).
as the pathogen is spread from soil to seedlings by rain-splash, keeping
the soil covered through fh·e exclusioJn is desirable. Yet the disease is best
controlled by prescribed buming to elimh1ate blighted needles and provide for new, disease-free foliage.
Fires should be prescribed only when infection has caused death
to more than one-third of the folia.ge by late November or December.
If many seedlings have begun elongation, burning is not necessary. However, trees less than 6 inches tall with seve1·e infection may tolerate
up to two-thirds defoliation without much more mottality from burning than
from tho fungus alone. Tf defoliation e.'tceeds one-third on seedlings
6 to 18 inches tall, burning has bt~en delayed too long and fire-killed
seedlings will number more than those kHled by brown spot. All seedlings
completely defoliated by disease are likely to die when burned, as buds
are not protected. Without regard to height, each 10 percent increase in
brown spot on needles inct·eases mortality from fire by 5 percent {Bruce,
1954a).
Burning should be done in Janutary or February. Postponement for
a year or more may delay height growth and increase subsequent mortality from the disease and from the prescribed fire, as dead needles
feed and intensify the flames.
A single fire among heavily infected seedlings that haYe not sta1ted
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height growth reduces the disease the lfi rsl year and permits retention
of foliage through the following season. Needle retention is necessary,
assuming height growth before developm~~nt of spring foliage depends on
food accumulated during the preceding season. Marked stimuJation of
height growth results f rom retention of needJes through t he second
season and should not be looked for until spdng of the third season
following a the. Therefore, burning is prescribed no more frequently than
at 3-year intervals, although Chapman (1948) recommended it in the
third and fifth years. It may be necessary to prescribe bum the winter
befo1·e height growth starts and then ]{eep fire out until the crop is
beyond the zone of b1·own spot defoliation.
The effect of a single lire on disease ~!ontrol nea1·ly always disappears
by the fourth season and some reinfection occurs the year after buming.
Areas to be bumed should be larger than .30 to 40 acres for efficient bro\\·n
spot control (Bruce and Bickford, 1950).
It should be recognized that burning· may have an ad\•erse ge netic
effect. If a hel'itable factor for bt·o\nl spot 1-esistance o1· early height grO\\'lh
is present, seedlillgS carrying this factor would tend to be in early height
growth whe11 the 1·est of the seedlings are in the grass s tage and in need
of a control burn. Thus burning would hmd to eliminate the genetically
s upel'ior seedlings (Venall, 1962).
Examples
A plant~tion on fine sandy loam was :37 percent killed by brown spot
3 years after planting, at which time the principal cover was weeds and
Andt·opogon grasses. Fires were prescribed then, and again at age 6,
for late aftemoon and evening in the direction of a steady 1- to 2-mph
\\·ind. At age 11, burned areas had twice as many seedlings out of the
grass, three-fourths were 1 ¥.! feet tall and thus above the brown s pot
danger le\·el, and two-thirds were breast high in contrast to 22 pet'Cent
for the un t1·eated sites (Wakeley and !\Iunbt, 1947; ~1untz, 1947).
A late afternoon winter fire, l'unning· with the wind when relative
humi<Uty was 32 percent, temperature about 50°F , and 3 days aftet· a
1
z-inch rain, most severely affected seedUng·s 6 to 18 inches tall and those
with most defoliation (Fig. 39) . Seedlings less than two-thh·ds defoliated
by brown spot were not injured appreciably more than healthy trees (Bruce,
1954a).

Rode nts
Pocket Gophers
Pocket gophers, soil burrowing vegetal'ian rode nts ap)>eaJ·ing like
stout mice, but with strong claws for digg:ing, are particularly obnoxious
in longleaf pine g rass-stage seedling stands in sandy soils of the Gulf
States. :\1aking extensive soil lw111els abou1~ 4 inches in diameter in thcu·
sea1·ch for starch ancl the resinous flavor in pine roots, pocket gophers may
destroy, br severing tap roots, 50 percent o•f t he seedlings in natural and
planted well-stocked stands. As t he animaLis a1-e meadow dwellers, preferring bitter dandelion roots to pine, they leave young forests when
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Figure 39- Elfect of seedling height a.nd brown spot defoliation on mortality of longleaf pine seedlings 18 months aftet· a wintet· fir e.
N umbers on lines represent percentages of needles infected
(from Bruce, 1954a).
crowns close. It is an unfounded opinion t ha t pine roots are not edible to
pocket gophers, but are cut if they obstruct tunneling (Dingle, 1956).
Tunnel entrances a1·e usually quite ob,;ous, pe1·haps a foot wide,
and made at a rate of about 2 a day after summer 1·ains. A family has
been known to "throw out" over .300 on H acres in a single year
(Mohr and Mohr, 1936).
Arsenic bait placed in tunnels is used and strychnine shows promise.
Treated diced carrots are placed in ithe main tunnel in a hole first made
,,;th a probe or soil auger. The hol•e is then covered at ground level to
prevent entrance of Iight and air inlto the tunnel (Fig. 40). This control
treatment requires 4 to 8 man-hours per acre.
A mechanical bait applicator that can be locally fabricated is described by Kepner and Howard (HJ60). For quick once-o,·er operation,
the tractor-pulled, plow-like implement with a shank on a slender shaft
makes a n artificial burrow at 7 to 11 inches below the soil surface
and meters poison grain into the burrow. Burrows are made in moist,
but not sticky, reasonably firm soil--when plowing conditions are goodevery 16 to 30 feet, thus interceptin.g natural tunnels. Little disturbance
occurs to the sudace soil. Pocket ~~ophel's have access to the bait and
because of the animal's aggressiv·eness and curiosity are prompted
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F ig ure 4Q-i\Iethod of baiting gophet· tmmels with strychnine-treated root
bait. Terminus (h) of lateral ( II) ill mound ( m). Pt·obe (p) is
used to find the main tmmel (1r) and to make a hole (g) for
inserting bait. The hole is the:n covet·ed at ground level to
prevent entrance of light and air into tunnels (from Dingle,
1956) .
to investigate the new tunnel. Six to 7 hours per acre are required,
using H pounds of bait per 1000 feet which ordina1·ily reduces the
population by 50 to 75 percent.t
Squirrels
In south Georgia, longleaf pine seed are rapidly consumed by squirrels
(Halls, Burton, and Southwell, 1957). Control, othe1· than hunting, is
usually not practiced.
Rabbits
Cottontail rabbits destroy longleaf pine plantations by biting off
seedling tops. Losses ~ne greatest the winter of planting. Several repellents are available:
1. Zinc dithiocarbamate-To prepare the zinc carbamate, add 5 gallons of commercial preparation (ZIP) to (a) 24 gallons of wa.x emulsion
1See Howard and Ingles (1951) on trapping tbCI!le rodents for ecological studies.
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plus 71 gallons of water, or (b) 120 pounds of asphalt emulsion (paste)
plus 85 gallons of water, or (c) () gallons of latex emulsion plus 89
gallons of water. Seedlings are sprayed in the nursery bed just before
lifting.
2. Lime sulfur (calcium polys·ulfide)-This is J>repared by adding
11 gallons of 30 percent calcium polysulfide to a mixture of 120 pounds

of asphalt emulsion and 75 gallons ,of water (Burns, 1960). One hruHired
gaJJons of mh"ture, applied during the dormant season, treats 300,000
to 400,000 nursery bed seedlings. :Browsing of out-planted stock is l'educed by one-half.
3. Copper carbonate-Three po,unds of asphalt emulsion are mi:"ed
with 2 qua1ts of water, this mixtu re added to 2 pounds of copper carbonate, and the whole diluted \yjth 8 quarts of water. Seedling tops
can be dipped before planting or the chemical sprayed on foliage after
planting. It is toxic if applied to roots (Mann and Den, 1954).
Rats and Mice
Cotton 1·ats are locally serious pests, as il1 central Louisiana in clil·ectseeded longleaf pine stands still in the grass-stage. The rat is 10 to 12
inches long with a buff and black b:ack, white belly, stubby tail, and ears
hidden in fur.
Trees less than ~ inch in diameter at the root collar are bitten
off at or below the ground line; larger ones are girdled for ~ to ~
the circumference and show narrow tooth marks. Pa1tially girdled trees
may show no damage, while girdled stems may appear as though infected
with brown spot needle blight. Average kill is about 10 percent. No
attacks have been noted for the Sonderegger hybrid of loblolly and longleaf pines (although loblolly pines less th an 2 feet tall have been attacked). Rats are most abundant whel'e fil'e and cattle are excluded
and a heavy rough of bluestem gll'ass has developed in which narrow
runways are made. Pale greenjsh-:yellow droppings and small piles of
shredded grass are left in the runways. Brush piles from hardwood control operations also are a favorable h:abitat.
Periodic inspections are recommended for areas subject to attack,
especially when rough and brush a!l'e heavy. Burning during the winter
of discovery, followed by trapping in summer with poisoned baits provides control. Conventional rodent poisons are camouflaged with pea11ut
butter, pine seeds, apples, and carrots (Meanley and BlaiJ·, 1955).
Pine mice occur in unburned s<•ils within llh in.ches of the surface.
They construct a labyrinth of holes and tunnels % to 1 inch in diameter.
Where damage is excessive, control is the same as for cotton rats.
Weather
Ice
At Athens, Georgia, in the Pie•dmont and beyond the natu_ral range
of longleaf pine, one-fourth of the :stems in sapling-size stands were destroyed by an ice storm. The long, dense foliage accumulates a heavier
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load than the needles of other conifers. Breakage occurs at a point where
stems are about 2 inches in diameter. Slightly bent trees straighten, and
many bent se,·erely make partial recovery (McKellar, 1942).

Hail
Hail also is injut;ous to longleaf pim~. Trees are defoliated and bark
is broken and cut on stems as large as 5 inches dbh. Resin deposits mark
the original scars and callus layers of new wood constitute minor defect.
Diameter growth is retarded due to defoliation. Evidence of injury appears for 4 years after the stonn (Stone and Smith, 19<11).
Wind
Clays at shallow depths are indicative of sites susceptible to windfall. Following heavy rains and hurricane winds in south Alabama, Croker
(1958) cou.nted over 90 percent of the t:rees windthrown in soils with
less than 2 feet to clay. Windthrow is encouraged by restricted root
de,·elopment and water saturation. Soils with clay or sandy clay within
2 feet of the s urface should be scouted for windthrown trees follo,nng
Gulf Coast storms, as salvage avoids the Hpread of insects.
N utrition
Deficiency Symptoms
The nutrition of longleaf pine seedlings has long been philosophized
upon, but little experimental evidence is presented. Pessin, in 1937, grew
seedlings in pots to determine deficiency symptoms, as follows :
Full nutrient solutions

fascicles wii;h 3 needles, healthy green color, Yigoro·us.

·M inus phosphorus

healthy greEm color, 2-needle fasciles.

Minus calciu.m

pale green, spindly seedlings, some needles
brown at tips.

Minus sulphur

healthy grE!ell
needles.

l\1inus nitrogen

pale green, delicate needles, less needles
than in other treatments except minus
potassium and minus iron, needles brown
from tips t.o middle.

Minus magnesium

pale green to yellowish needles, brown
needle tips..

Minus potassium

fascicled needles bluish-green except at
tips, which are dark brown to black, but
most noodles single (primary phase) ,
bluish gre•~n. short, stout, and without
brown tips.

1\'Jjnus iron

pale yello'" to white, weak, spindly foliage.

color,

thin

and

spindly
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Growth

Poorest growth in Pessin's (1937) study was in potassium- and irondeficient cultures, but best gt·owth occurred in phospho1·us-deficient as
well as in complete nuLrient solution pots. As longleaf pine occurs naturally in soils low in available phosphorus, it is assumed that the species
demands little of this element. Requtirements for nit,rogen, calcium, and
sulphu1· are also pt·obably low. From Pessin's pots, it appears that magnesium, iron, and potassium requirements are not appreciably below those
of many agricultural crops. Bateman and Roark (1953, 1957), in Louisiana, and Paul and Marts (1931), in deep sands in Florida, obtained increased longleaf pine growth with complete ferLilizer applications. In the
latter study, up to 19,000 pounds per acre (270 pounds per tree) of
sodium nitr ate and ammonium sulphate, plus 245 pounds of super-phosphate and 190 pounds of potassium sulphate per tree were applied over a
3-year period to trees r anging in age from 100 to 250 years. Water,
however, was the most important factor in latewood development. Nitrate
fertilizer further stimulated latewood growth, while 1·adial growth was
increased with complete fertilizer. NHedles were longer, darker, and more
persistent when trees received complet.e fertilizer. Weight of potted plants in
south :\1ississippi soils receiving com·plete fertilize1·s a,·enged t\dce those
giYen nitrogen applications and those given none (Allen and :\faki, 1955).
Pessin (1944) t·epot1:ed no growth rE*>ponse from fertilization of longleaf
seedlings in south ~fississippi with 400 pounds per acre of ammonium
sulphate.
Flowering and Cone Production
Cone production for longleaf pines in F lorida was greatly stimulated
by complete fertilization and in·igat;ion over a 5-year period (Gemme1·,
1932). Some increased cone production through application of complete
fertilizers (5-15-5) was also obtained by Allen (1953) in Alabama and
)1ississippi. Fertilized in February for 2 years, 8-inch trees received
19 pounds of fertilizer per application, 10-inch stems 30 pounds, and 12inch b-ees 44 pounds. Although significant differences were found, relatively few cones we1·e involved.
Sw·vival
A significant decrease in survival of planted longleaf seedlings due to
fertilization with 100 poWtds per acre of com])letc (G-18-5) fertilizer was
reported in Louisim1a (Derr, 1957). The detrimental effect of the fertilizer, poured into the closing slits, w:!ls attributed to increased competition
of weeds and grasses stimulated by the treatment.
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Common and scientific names of species mentioned in the text.
Trees
Ash, Green
Blackgum
Cherry, Black
Dogwood, Flowering
Rough leaf
Fringetree
Hicko1·y
Holly
Mulbeny, Red
Oak, Blackj ack
Bluejack
Laurel
Northern Red
Post
Scm·let
Southern Red
Turkey
Water
White
Pine, Loblolly
Longleaf
Pitch
Pond
Sand
Shortleaf
Slash
Sonderegger
Sassafras
Saw-Palmetto
Sweetbay
Sweetgum
Tupelo Gum
Willow, Virginia
Yaupon
Yellow-Poplar

F1·cuimt» pennsylt·anica
sylvatica
Prunu..s serotina,
Co1-nuH florida,
d1"tt1nmondii
Chionunthu3 virginicus
Ca1'ya spp.
flex spp.
M o1·us ntb1·a
Qne1·cus marilandica
incana
lau1·ifolia
1"U:b1·a
stellata
coccinea
falcata
laevis
nigTa
alba
Pimu; taeda
palut1tl'is
1·i.gida
se1·otina
clau3a
echinata
elliottii
sonde1·eggeri
Sat1saj'1·as albidmn
Serenoa repens
illagnolia virginianc'
Liquicl'ambar stymci/ltta
Nyt1sa aq1wtica
!tee' virgimca
flex V•omito?'ia
Li1·iodend1·on tulipife1·a
~yssa

Shrubs
Bluebeny
Gallberry, Big
Bitter
Gophe1·-Apple
Greenbrier
HucklebeiTy, Dwarf
Laurel-Leaf

Vcwcinium subgen. Em•acrinium
!lex cm·iacea
g/:ab1·a
GeobalamM spp.
Smila.t spp.
Gaylussacia dumosa
Smila:t laurifolia
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Viti;; spp.
My1·ica spp.
Be1·chemia scc£ndens
Sntilax bona-nox
Euonymus ame1·icanus
CletMa alnifolic£
Comptonia pe1·eg1·ina
Cliftonia mono]Jhylla
Cy1·illa 1·acemi{lo1·a
Vibtwnunt spp.
M yl"icc£ ce?·ifem

Muscadine
Myrtle
Rattan
Sawbrier
Strawberry-Bush
Summersweet Clethra
Sweetfern
Titi, Black
White
Viburnum
Waxmyrtle
Herbs
Big Trefoil
Bitterweed
Clover, Crimson
Japan
White
Dandelion, False
Dogfennel
Goldem·od
Ladino-Clover
Lespedeza, (Kobe)
Pea, Partridge
Rue, Goats'
Sundew
Sunflower, Swamp
Weed, Beggar
Yankeeweed

~md

Vines

L otus 1tligino:ms
H elenium tenuifolia
T1·ifoliwn inca?-natwn
Lespedeza st?·ic£ta
T l'ifoliwn 1·epens
Sitilias ca?·oliniana
Anthemis cotula
Solidago altis.~ima
T1·ifoliwn spp.
Les]Jedeza st?iata
Cassia fasciculata
Teph?-osia vi1·ginicma
D1·o.sem bevifolic£
H eliantl111 s cmgustifoliu.s
Desmodiwn spp.
Eu]Jato?-iwn compositifolium
Grasses

Beardgrass
Bluestem, Big
Little
Pinehill
Slender
Broomsedge
Carpetgrass
Cur tis Dropseed
Dallisgrass
Deerg1·ass
Grass, Bahia
Coastal Bermuda
Common Bermuda
Orchard
Pangola
Panicum
Rush
Tall Fescue
Toothache

A nd1·opogon glomeTc£tus
Ancl?"O]Jogon funatns
SCO]JCt?-iUS
spp.
tene1·
.4. ncl?-opogon vi1·ginicus
Axono1ms affinis
Spo1·obolus cm·tissii
Paspctlum dilatc£tum
Rhexict spp.
Pas]JCtlwn notatma
Cynoclon clactylon
dactylon
Dactyli.~ glomeTata
Digita?·ia decumbens
Pc£nicmn spp.
Spo?·obolus spp.
Festuca elatio1· var. a?·undinacea
Cteniwn a?·omc£ticlnn
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1ndiangrass, Lopside
Muhly, Cutover
Oats
Panicums
Paspalum
Rye, Abruzzi
Common
Ryegrass
Switchgrass
Three-Awn, Pineland
Trinius
Wiregrass
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SM·ul'lastntm spp.
Muhl.enbe?·gia expansa
Aven,u spp.
Pcmiccun~ spp.
Paspalum spp.
Secal.e cereale var. abruzzes
oereale
Lolimn rnultiftorwn
Pcmic1wt vi:rgatmn
A ?'i.st•ida st?·icta
spp.
A nd?·opouon .~copa?·ius
Mammals

Cat, Wild
Deer , White-Tailed
Fox, Gray
Red
Gopher, Pocket
Mice, Deer and Oldfield
Pine
Rabbit, Cottontail
Rat, Cotton
Skunk
Squirrel

Lynx nt/us
Odoco•ileus vi1·ginianus
Uroctton cine1·eoargenteus
Vttl1Je:s fulva
Geom:ys spp. and C1·ategeomys spp.
Pe1·omyscus spp.
Pitymtys spp.
Sylvil'agus ft01·idanus
Signwdon spp.
Meph:itis spp.
Sciunts spp.
Birds

Blackbird, Brewers
Red winged
Rusty
Cowbird
Dove, Mourning
Juncos
Meadowlark
Quail, Bobwhite
Sparrow, Savannah
VeS])er
Turkey, Wild

Ettphagus cyanocephalus
Agelaitt.s pheniceus phoeniceus
Ett1>hrtgu.q ca1·olinu.s
Molot.hru.s ate1· ate?·
Zenaiodu1·a mcwrou?·c, cctrolinensis
Junco hyemali~ hyemalis
Stun~ella 1rwgna nwgnc'
Colinus vi1·ginianus vi1·ginianns
Prtsse·1'Cld·u s sandwichensi.~ savMtna
Pooec.etes g1·amineus g1·aminens
M eleag1·is gallopcwo silvest1-is
Insects

Ant, Black
Texas Leaf-Cutting
Beetle, Ambrosia
Black Turpentine
Pine Engraver Ba1·k
Sout hern Pine
Cricket
Mite
Moth, Nantucket Pine Tip
W ebworm, Pine

Componotus ccu;taneus
Atta texana
M onr11wtl11'um spp.
Dend?"Octonu.s te1·ebrans
Ips sp•p.
Dendr·octonus f?·ont<tli.9
A nu?'{/?'Ylln.s muticus
Pcwat.et?·anychu.~ spp.
Rhyadonia /?'1t.~t?·ana
Tet1·ai!o7Jha ?'Obu..~tell<t
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